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ABSTRACT 
Thi~ ___ study was desig.ned· to compare the academic f. 
performance of students . admitted to ~emor·ia.l UniversTty: 
, . . . . 
of Newfoundland as mature students with those who were 
. • p 
admitted under the. normal .academic" cri-teria. Mature · · 
.referred -to those students who were . 21 years o~ older, · 
• I • • • ~ , 
with less -than a Junior Matric~i'rtion· level· of educa~ion ·. 
... . ' . . . 
.. 
upon admission to · university. 
., . ' 
The sa~ple for this study 
was comprised of all mature stu~ents (~0~) fq~ · th~ period 
1973 - 1978 inclusive, ·and an e~ual s~ze control group· 
,~ . 
, -·compri~ of regula!'· .students, ran.dornly ch.osen,~ 
\ l ..,....:---. ·-.;..:....-.. J A. second section of this research involved a study 
' . . 
of.motivation as measured by ' an inventory: of self-
a 
actualization .administerced to a r~ndom· sam~l~-of-~r~e~----­
and regular students. 
. # I 
The data were analyzed by means "of de~criptive 
statistics as well ·as approprfate infer_ential procedures. 
regUl~:n:~::::t:e::~~:g::::c:::l:c::::::. :::~::::::\:---
student;:s. The relationship between a~adernic achie~eme~ -
and a number of demograpl)ic var.iables was researched · and . 
results showed significant differences b.etween mature and · 
. . ~ . . ~ 
~eg~Iar students for such characteristics as sex, age, ,.. 
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·leve·l of educ;:ation, an<a marital status. The study 
• dem~~stli~ted t~at mature and regular students did . not \ . . 
differ significantiy wi:th ·regard to motivation. 
. -~-
· · Major re:conunendations from . thi~ s~udy were. as · follows: 
.. . . . \ 
(1) that admission proc~d~res be. imprpve~upon. (Z) that 
- . . .. ---· . . 
admission~ p~ocedure -fo:r m~'tu:~. s.tudents include pre-
·'' admission semina.rs ahd/or ,induct-ion course•. (3) that the 
' . 
upiversity ~stablish a mini~~l edu?ation level for : 
' . . 
acceptance to university .• As well, suggestions ~re made 
. . .. 
· .. 
· ·for further -research in this area.• . 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE P~OBLEM AND RATIONALS-
·. { . 
-.. - .... 
. 
.In 1966, Memorial University of Newfoundland 
introduced a 'Mature Student' cl~us~ into its admission 
requ!'r~ments.. This permitted_-person~· twenty-five years 
old and over, and having l~s than a Juni·or Matriculation 
..;, . ., 
' level of. educat-ion, to apply for admission. 
, . I 
The age 'of· 
-· . 
acceptanc~ as a mature student was later lowered to 
.-t:}'enty-one (1969). l. \ 
I • It is now more than 15 Y:e~rs ,since this. clause was 
. . 
rntroduced, and during this time, there has not bee~~ 
sys~t:ic follow-up to assess how e .ffective it has been . 
• . I 
-.,.cit wou~d seem app:J;opriate and desirable- to· seek more 
" .. ------s~ecific information as to how students admitted under 
. . . ~ . 
• 
.. this claOse compare, academically, with those admitted "' 
throug~ .the regular admi!?sion channels~- Indeed, the 
' 
.. 
Admissions Office has expressed a need for such inf0rmation 
. ' 
"' · 
(see Appendix). 
Most universities in Can~da have a similar admission 
,.../ 
\~ ~~ause for ~ature students, but the literature indicates 
o·n~t, a lllini'mum of research to assess the achievement of 
. ·. ~per so~ admitted th~ough this clause • 
• '-t ' . . . . 
. 'The;e are a number of questions with regard to wh'at 
.. 
... 
.... ' 
··' 
.· 
,. 
:::· 
I. 
... 2 
might be the signifipant correlates of academic performance 
for ma~u7e students. For example, the age range for mature 
students is pres~ntly from 21 to 60 inclusive; yet ~ttlc 
is known of the potenti.'al relationship between a,ge and 
acad~mic achievement for suGh students.. Academic 
I ' achievement,· ·in this i'ns~ance ' -· may be define~ ·in terms of 
averag~_grades, classification of degree, dropping out or 
persisting· to gra~u~tion. 
At present, there a~e no clearly defined minimum 
educational requirements for .admission as a mature student • 
.. . --- - - . ·' 
. . . 
The Admissions Office would . like to determine. the 
relationship between th~ academic success of the mature 
student and his/her educattonal background, typica~ly' 
defined as the number of years ~f schoolinq or last grade 
attend.ed. . It is felt that this study will assist the . -~-.. ·-
Admissionk Offl·c~--in decidlng whether it · is necess.ary to 
establish a min1murn educational level for mature students. 
The' pur:poses of this study were to determin.e how -
mature students compare, academfcally, with st~dents who 
qualify under ~~e normal academic criteria, and to 
determine .whether, for the mature group1 there' was~ 
relatidnship between students' academic success and such 
factors as age, academic background, marital stat·ua~-
faculty, and r_esidency status. · 
.... 
.. 
' · 
., 
,. 
i. 
• 
,. 
3 
The results af this study will provide a basis on 
--
which the mature student clause may be evaluated and will 
assist the Admissions Office in determining whether 
present age and educational criteria for accepting mature 
students should be revised. 
'"'Y 
In reviewing the literature, it was observed that a 
wide rang~ of va~iables~· bee~ studied in relation to 
the academic achievement of ·the adult learner, ·including 
• • • 
....-< • 
socio-ecohomic status, course load, distance travell~d to . 
institution, sex·, an·d so forth. Thi•s st.udy has chosen only 
.. . 
those variables for which evidence found in the literature 
is either inconclusive, or has not been addressed. 
In commencing resea~ch on mature students at Memorial 
~ .------..,. 
University, a number of interviews were held with the 
- "' ' Registrar and his assistant, who subsequently prepared a 
list of fifteen (15) research questions · th~t,they wished 
. . ... 
~ . 
to have addressed (see Appendix). Some of these questions 
(i.e. reasons for pursuing a university career, need for 
special counsel~ing services) have already been researched 
with quite consistent findings (Beagle, 1970: Scott, 1981: 
Roderick and Bell, 1981; Swarm, 1982). Therefore, there 
·~ . 
. ,, ... 
appeared to be no co~pelling reason for inclusion of these 
factors in this ~tudy. 
\ 
. \ .. 
.. 
J 
( 
' , . 
. , 
.. ·' . ~ . ' 
I . 
' 
' I 
,• 
c 
4 
{ 
In prioritizing the list of researdh questions, the 
Registrar's staff ~ndicated that the most~important 
~esearch ~tions were (1) whether or not the m~ture 
learner achieved as we~l as regular students, and (2) 
whether or not there is a correlation between the 
academic .achievement of the mature learner and prior 
level of edu·cation. 
Ryan (1969), Reed & Murphy (1975·), . Van Helderi (1975)", 
and Wins;I.ow (1968), all found very little correlation 
between high school performance and adult academic 
' , 
achievement at colle~e. None of these studies, however, 
distinguished between those adults who met normal 
admission requirements and those who did .not. This study 
. , 
has considered the academic performance---of mature 
. . ~ 
university students ~ith different educational backgrounds. 
Another variable researched in this study is 
• I 
residency status (Residen~/Non-resident) . For this study 
resident refers to those ·students who resided within the 
. . 
' Univers.ity district at the time of admission, while non-
. '• 
lf • ~ ,. 
resident refe'rs to those students who had to relocate to 
".. .J . 
the University district. Several studies referred to 
adjustment problems_ associ'ated with relocation, but t~e 
~ 
~tudies 'did not address the specific question of whether 
~ - ~ 
residents performed differently than non-residents~ 
J 
'I 
, I 
i 
\ 
·. ) 
t 
.... -·--
-~-- . 
' •" 
... 
French (1977) reported that students living with 
their parents scored significantly higher mean semester 
graP,e point avera·ges than the group, 'comprised largeiy 
of non-residents, livi~g in Univ~~ity residences, 
apartments, and boarding houses. 
, ' I 
Regarding mar_i tal status, Beagle· (1970) repor-ted 
. ·. 
that the academic achie~ement . of married adult students 
wa.s significantly higher tha~ th~0of 1 the single ad~lt • 
. ( · ;-'\ . . 
. Bhatnagar 1:975) feported a _greater drop-out rate among 
married ~tudents, regardless of age. Given the results 
':\ 
5 
of the limited research, it would seem to be appropriate 
to include the variable marital status in s~udyi~g 
. ' 
mature learners at Memorial, to_ deter~ine whether or not 
the results by Bhatnagar (1975) and Beagle (1970) will 
hold true when comparing average grades and drop-out rate 
for students comprising the same s~ple. 
A number of studies have examined ' the academic. 
. . . 
performance of males vs females, and since .their findings 
are inconclusive, this variable has been included in this 
research. 
achieyement 
higher than 
Beagle (1970) reported that the academic 
I 
of female adult students was significantly 
' that, of the male adult. students. Similar 
.. 
• findings were reported by Seltzer (1976) and French (1977). 
However, Bhatnagar (1975) and Ulmer & Verner (cited in 
. . .. 
-
f 
, . 
·If 
, · ' 
' 
Bhatnagar, 1975) reported that female adult students 
l 
drop out more often than males. 
6 
Peggy Beag~e (1970) indicated that1 since her ~ 
research did not support _·previous studies (which 
suggested that mature students ach~eved at a higher 
. . 
level than regular students), a replic_ation study ·w·a.s 
necessary. This · :res~arch is not ~ue .replicate of 
G . , . 
-----
Beagle 1 s · study as' it has not-tn.cluded all the . demographic 
·variables ·included in her-· research, but ·rather only those 
• , • , I 
var~-ies .for which the\ literature is inconclusive. The 
,, 
.. 
.. 
two may, nevertheless, be 'compared ~ith regard to the 
issue of the comparative academic achievement of mature 
and regular students •. It is fe+t that since Beagle's 
hypothes_is was not supported by her results, the author 
. I ~-·- . 
will pose a research question regarding the relationship 
between the academic achievement of ma·ture students and 
·regular students. 
_..:... - . 
The author feels tha;_ a s;i.milar st~dy.to that of 
.. 
~eagle ·_ i~ .necessary becaus_e it appear·s ft~r ·study was . e 
of only a f~w completed ~t a university having an 
undifferentiate4 program of ·study for both m.ature 
regular students • . Mahy ·uni vers-1. ties and colleges, 
which other studies were completed, had special pro 
' ' ' 
for adult students. This may aqcount for the diff 
-
.. ~ 
;; ~ 
.· . 
I · ·. 
t 
-I ' 
• 
,. 
· : 
' ' I o 
· : ...... .... . 
.:.: 1, .. . ' 
'l'i; .. ... ~ \, ' . 
... 
., 
in. th~ results of comparisons for the academic 
achievement of adults and regular student.s t' 
Memorial Universi.ty, likewise, has the same program 
.. 
.... 
.of studies for both mature and regular students arid is 
ther~fore a good setting to complete a stu~y similar,to 
that of Beagle. The results of th~ present study may be 
co.mpared with those · of. Beagle'-~ research, and .wil~ · 
··provide. .valuable info'rmation to other universities ·having 
the same program for both cmature and regular students • . 
. . 
From a review ·of the ·litera"t·tire, it is evident that 
. .. . ......... 
many li"esearc.hers express the assumption that --~dult 
students achieve, or can be expected to achieve as well 
.as,. or be'tter than; younger students because they ar~ 
. 
more mature, and ~ore highly m~tivated to achieve . 
, -. . . 
. (BarJ:"ett & Powell, 1980; Beagle, 1970; Clarke,, 1983; 
Martin, 1977'; Perkins,. 1971; Sc.ott, 1981; Seltzer, 1976; 
. . . 
Sullivan, 1966; Van He:lde_n, 1975; Winslow, 1968) .• 
·. 
However, despite these frequent references ~o'such maturity 
, 
· and motivation, the validity of this assumption has not 
. 
been-tested in any of the ,studies referenced in the 
present res'earch. This might be due to 'the following 
reasons: 
(1) Achievement motivation is one of those complex 
and multi-dimensional ~onstructs, and thus 
·very difficult to measure in an appropriate 
I ~ 
manner. \ · 
. ' 
. , 
' . 
.. '
I· 
' .. 
' \ 
.. 
(2) The most widely used tests of achievement 
motivation are projective: And therefore time 
consuming to administer and difficult to 
score. 
8 
The achieveme.nt mot.ive has been concept-ualized in a 
-
variety of manners including need for achievement (n/Ach) 
. . 
. defined by Mu~ray·. (1938) as: 
the . desire or tendency to do things as rapidly 
and/~r as well as. possible ••• to accomplish. 
something difficult. To master 1 manipulate,·. and 
.organize physical · ~bjects, -human. beings or ideas. 
To do this as r~pidly· and independantly as . · 
possible. · To overcome obstacles anc;l ~ttain a .. 
hi.gh standard. To ,.excel one's self. ~o rival 
and surpass others. ~To increase self-regard 
by th.e '"uccess·ful exercise of talent. (Murray 1 
19 3 8 ' p .'16 4 ) • . 
Others who have viewed the achievement motive in this -way·· -
. . 
include Atkinson (1957, 1978), McClelland (1951, 1955) and 
McClelland, Atkinson, Cl.ark & Lowell (1953). 
Motivation has likewise been 'perceived as r1sk-
takin<;f. (Atkinson & Feather, 1966), desire for success and 
fear of failure (At~insoh, 1957, and Heckhausen, 1967J 
and future oifEmtat.ion (Raynor, 196-9, 1970). 
-..... 
·~~ 
The complexity of achievement moti~ation is .further 
...,d~inon.strated in a study by Uguroglu and Walberg (1979), 
who an_alyzEm 232 correlates qf motivation ·and academic 
learnin~, repo~ted ih forty studies, and found a po~itive 
correlation in ninety-eight. (98) per~ent a£ the -reported 
·c9rrelations. ~~hievement motivation, then , .is a complex, 
. I 
.. 
. ... 
., 
'!. 
'• 
·-
' .· 
·-. 
. , . 
./ 
-
--· 
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multi-faceted construct that may be influenced_by 
. 
situational and personality . factors. 
Humanistic psychologists such as Goldstein, Maslow, 
Adler, Rogers, and Frick theorize 'that it is not practical 
to isolate the pos~±ble co~ponents of motivation, but 
rather pe~ceiy~-lno~ivation. as a~ innate growth force 
C• 
within the personality." The individual is perceived 
:a~ways 'as' ~ tmifled w~ole, an~ what happen~"'\in an:( 'p~rt 
o_f -the organism affect·g the ·entire organism (Goldstein, 
1939). Maslow (1968) refers to the individual as 11 an 
integrated, organized whole", meaning that ' ,.the whole 
individual is motivated rather than just .a 'far_t_ of 'him" 
(p.l9). ' ' 
·• 
, Those theorists start witH the premise that there 
is an innate 'drive 1 in humans -to perfect thet;nselves ••. 
"one_ sovereign need, one dynamic force for growth and 
d~velopment of the persdnality" (Frick) 1982').,.._ · This 
powerful force ·is directe~ towards 's~lf-actual~zation', 
defined by Maslow·in Lowry (1973) as "the desire to 
.• 
.. ... ........_, 
become more and more what one is to become everything 
that one is capable of becoming" (p.l63) • 
This 'self-actualization rep~esents the highest of 
.. 
hum~n needs in Maslow • s theory of motivation.. Maslow 
sees development of the individual thro.ugh an ascending 
... .... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
I .. 
\ ~ ------ .-.... ·.-· 
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'-...._ 
hierarchy of classes of n~~ ranging from physiol~g~al 
needs to safety needs, to belongingness and love needs, 
to esteem needs, and finally to self-actualization. 
Thls theory advocates that a ;_person can move to the 
next , stage of development w~n a l arge pe~centage of 
t · 
existin!3 need~ has been gratified~\ The _ org~n~sm 
. I . . 
progresses 'from ·one that is preoccupied with satisfying 
basi.c huinan .. needs. to one, who at t~.; level of seif- ~ . 
, 
actualization, is free to cultivatEj! al·l potentialitie~. 
Frick (1982) has pui~t upon the work of Maslo~ and 
...... 
has introduced a cognitive element into the self-
actualization process. He has post.ulated that progress 
.. 
in the self-actualization process requires some conceptual 
. 
orientation toward one's own development. A basic insight 
~ . 
-into ~life as process', recognizing the evolution of 
one's personality, and a recognition of change and 
adj pstment to change, .being able to G,.oncept-ua-1-i.z.e..-out'"· 
life experiences, and feeling a part of life, are all 
.estential to s~lf-actualization. 
A review of the relevant literature reveals that 
most of the responses from mature students,· concerning 
;. 
their interest in, goals for and ·n·eed for, post-secondary 
. ' 
ed.ucat±orr,-·may·· be considered to be a:t a high leve 1 .of , 
self-actualization, with' emp.hasis on pe~sonal ·· growtJ:t. 
' 
• '1.,1 • 
·~ >· 
.... 
·.· 
. . 
.. 
' . ' ), 
. . . . ·.:. :' ... 
, ... , I y.· • ~ . 
,,._, .. . 
,_-. ·r ' 
- ~· 
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This is ·evidenced by these various views: 
1. ~o ... broaaen-ana'"'aevelop themselves intellectually 
(Martin, 19.77). · 
2. To enhance personal development (-Barrett, 1977) ; 
~ ~ I) • 
· 3 . .. Commitment · to studies (Barret-t:')& Powell~ 1980). 
4. The. sat~sfaction of being ab~e to do something 
. well, · to understand something not understood 
before, to feel or experience something that 
was not felt or experienced before · (Barrett 
~ Powell, 1980). 
5. tncre~s~ knowledg~ and .~derstanding (Markus, ~ 
1973) • 
-6. Feelings of accomplishment gave new confidence 
and self-respect (Markus, 197 3) • '• 
7. To enhance interpersonaL relationships (Markus, 
"1973). 
Many researchers and commentators on the performance 
. ' 
of mature students tena to consistently judge them to be 
,--:--......__. 
more ~ature /and more highly rnotivatoo-·t-han their younger 
... I . ~ 
. ·; 
count~rparts, and this is assumed to be · the reason why 
th.ey are judg~d to do "as well a.s, if not better in some 
cases, than regular students. Less often, but still at 
a prevalent rate, the kind of motivation implied appears · 
P to be similar to the Maslowi~n construct of 'self-
• 
l .. . . 
·:· 
'>(,, : . . . 
. t\:.: . ... • 
actualization' • • 
In reviewing the various studies on adult learners, 
and their motlves for post .secondary education, we 
observe that their self-reported motives tended t ·o be at 
, 
, , . .... 
. 'U· 
"f,l;'j 
... 
I • 
\• : •· 
~ ·. 
.. . - --- ------- .. ~ 
a need .. satisfae;t..i-oH-le-vel--whioh--would place them, if one 
, ... ,f7;:;.. •. 
were to use a ~~owian model, at a high level of self-
actualization. 
However, this particular ·observation' seems not to 
have been t·ested empirically, and sil'\ce the self-
actualization theory of motivation seems to be endorsed 
by a wide range of researchers and psychologists, it 
seems reasonable to pursue a study to examine this 
question. More precisely, the secohd component of this 
particular research is designed to answer the question: 
, 
Will a group of mature students at Memorial University 
score h~gher on a test of self-actualization as compared 
., 
with a group of regular students? 
__ .... ___ ..----~----
,.. 
• 
- ~-
... 
- ' 
' . ' ..
~ .. -- -. .... .-. .------··- ........ 
I 
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Research Questions 
More specifically then, this st~dy was designed to . 
examine the follo~ing research questions: 
13 
1. Do persons admitted ·to Memorial.University of 
Newfoundland as mature·students have a different 
level of academic achievement ·than regular . students 
as dete~~ed by (l.) averag:e grade·s, ( 2) drop-out . 
rate, an (3) qlass of degree? · ·,. 
' . ' ' ' . ~ . 
2. What is the rel_?tionship between ac.adernic achievement 
and level of educatipnal background for mature 
students? 
3. '• What. are the salient attributes of mature students 
at Memorial University with regards to sex, age, 
marital status, educational background, ~nd 
residency status? 
4. .Is_.there .. 1L~~lationship between academic achievement 
for mature students as compared to regular students; 
on such selected variables as sex, marital .status, 
residency status, age, and faculty? . · 
,_ .. _______ -.:s~.--"Art:mature students at .fiemorial University more 
• 
. ~ .. 
I 
, .. t • 
.... ~ ... 
highly motivated, as measured by a test o~ self-
actualization, than regular students? 
• 
I) 
.. 
, • 
\ 
\ 
\ 
.. - ( 
j 
f . 
Definition of Terms 
14 
.. 
Academic per form..JJ'nce.r.:. 
~~r c, 
~xcept where specified otherwise, 
gradeJ Average 
this term refers "to average grades. 
. I 
average grade .s~ores f!ttai!led in 
., 
course evaluations~ 
Faculty faculty in which student ha9 
registered. . 
f 
Level of Education - refers to lev~l of education 
. 
att~ned prior to admission to 
Cl 
university. , 
.. . 
Marital status ~-married or,single. 
Mature student student who was 21_ years or older, 
\ . Q 
and having less than a grade XI -· .-.·---. 
. ... 
- . ·---matricu,lation, upon admission to (' ;) 
u!liversity. 
·' 
Non-resident StUdent oWhO' had to relocate to the 
~ ' / . 
univ~~si ty district . upon adm.i,ssi.on • 
.... 
• Persister · 
. ~) 
- student who persisted in a particular. 
.,. 
program. '·-
---.... ....._ __ _ 
Regular student student who was less than -21 years 
' .. 
old, and having a graae XI · . 
~ 
·matriculation upon admissio~ to 
\ ? " 
university ;AI 
., 
... 
I I 
.... 
/' 
. · .... ... 
.. 
,... ' 
(· 
.. 
4 . 
..,;,, 
. 
. ' ' . . 
I 
Require~ ~rop~out 
Residency status 
Resident 
~ 
~ 
.yoiuntai-y drop-out 
---- .... . 
,. 
I 
• 
15 
stuaent required to withdraw for 
failing to mai·ntain good academic 
standing. 
~ resident or non-resident. 
student who lived within the. 
~niversity district at time of 
admission. 
· .·:.;... student who · withd~ew''~ol·unta.rily 
. from university wh!le in gobd 
academic standing. 
- -~. 
.. 
·. 
1 
. 
' 
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·· Limi ta tiona 
0 
..... 
One of the limitations of ~his study is that althouqh 
the entire popula~ion of . mature -~dents was utilized for 
the five year period indicated, there was underrepresentatian 4 
in some cells for variou~ demographic factors. This was 
' ··;:i 
partic.ularly ~vident in studying various ca~egories of 
factqrs such as' age, · .level of education, and faculty . 
• 
. A larg~r samp~uld reduce. the likelihood. of such 
"" 9nderrepresentation, and would enabl• the resea~cher to have 
greater confidence in the counclusions derived from th~ 
. 
results. ;' 
~ 
This study has 
- that may,be related 
. ' concentrated on only f~e ~ariables 
to academic ach±~~e~t.~ast studies 
have looked at other variables _inc.l.uding course •load, 
socio-economic status, ~md so forth. It may be that all 
. ~ 
these var~bles may.con~ribute to a student's academic 
success more than the variables addressed in this stu~y. 
t#fo ~ 
One final limitation of this ·study is in the 
. 
instrument utilized to compare ~he motivation of mature 
•• ~--~--· -- • . 1> 
and regular students respec~ively. This 'self-actualization 
inventory was not designedt specifically, for use in tho 
"' manner·chosen in.this study, althoug~ the authors of the 
inventory indicat~th~t it was useful for comparison of 
---- -·--
- ~!::....... - : -
; . 
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n·eed profiles for various homogenous groups. Its 
effectiveness as an indicator of level of motivation 
requires further validation and study . 
. 
• 
•' 
) 
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... . 
r· 
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• 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Most Universities in Canada presently have a mature 
• 
student plan to facilitate admission of students who do 
. I 
not meet the basic educational requirements of a .particular 
~ ,, 
University. 
... . 
This plan orig~nated at some universities 
. I 
following the Second World War to accommodate some of th6se 
. 
. 
persons who had their education .interrupted by the war, but 
who now wished to pursue their.education. 
Admission Criteria For Mature Students 
• 
At present' the minimum age for consideration as a 
mature · applicant is twenty-one for most universities (at 
• Simon Fraser, Carlton, and . McGill, the minimum age is twenty-
three). At some British universiti;(s, the .minimum age for 
·- admission as· a mature st~dent is as high as 26 years. The 
\ 
general criteria for admission as a mature ·student,are as 
follows: 
' - : ~ge twenty-one, except for those mentioned above. 
less than the basic minimum educational requirements 
establishe'd for a particular institution· .. · 
. ~ ,-
do at least two letters of reference. · 
In add~on, some universities may require the· 
student to take a 'College Qualification Test' and/or . 
_,- .:; 
• 1 
·, 
I 
•1. 
,., 
···---
.. 
\ 
... . 
-
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, 
. 
attend an interview. 
Memorial University requires its mature applicants 
to supplement the regular application form with the 
· foll~wing: · 
(a) letter explaining grounds for requesting 
special consideration • 
(b) marks. of last grade comi?leted in school. 
(c) ~opies of any certificates, diplomas, etc. 
,· 
(d) ' two letters of reference. 
.,Jf. 
In the author's interviews with an· Assistant 
Registrar responsible. for admissions at Memorial 
University, he was informed that the ·two letters of 
reference have greatest influence on whether or not an 
applicant is accepted. Of cours~, the Admission Office 
must be satisfied that the referee ~s not a relative, 
and is a person who occupies a responsible position. in 
the Community (i.e., Clergy, Teacher, Employer). 
Because of their close contact with the applicant, 
1 
refer~es Will be able to indentify some of the qualities 
that are, c.~nsidered when admitting ~a§e applicants. 
These qualities in~lude conscientiousness, maturity,\ 
ability .. to communicate, confidence, ambition, and 
leadership, · plus evidence that the applicant has the 
ability~to succeed in university studies. 
" 
' 
·[ ' 
• 
I 
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,, . 
Breland (1983) indicated that although letters of 
recommendation may not be useful for all applicants, 
they were useful for some subgroups including marginally 
qualified candidates. 
' . 
/ As was indicated earlier, most Canadian universities 
have a matu.re student plan; but the literature indicates. 
. . 
.that only the University of.Lethbridge (Alberta) and 
Lake.hea~versity (ontario) , have completed exploratory 
research to ascertain the success of students admitted 
under this plan. 
., 
Perkins (li.71) compared a groue of ·mature students 
at the University of Lethbridge with four groups of 
. 
students having attained senior matriculation. He 
. 
compar~d-th~ir performance on a test of general educational 
achievement (CQT) and also compared ·their grade-point-
average (GPA) . The mature students had the lowest mean 
score on the College Qualification Test (CQT), but they 
had the highest accumulative grade-point average of the 
I 
five groups. One l'imi tat ion to this study, which may 
account for the mature stud~nts having the highest GPA, 
is that most of the mature students tended to e~ll in ~ 
the Arts and Humanities, which showed considerably higher 
GPA's than other faculties. A comparison of academic 
achievement by faculty, as the author has done, should 
~. 
-· 
' 
," I 
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point out the existence of such bias. 
The results-of a study by Beagle (1970) at Lakehead 
Unpversity, Ontario, indicated that adults, (25 years 
old. and over), as a group, achieved at a higher level 
than .7;egular college age students (undeJ 25) ; and 
matri~ulation status on admission had no significant 
influence on academic achievement. 
Dennison and Jo:pes (.i969) . completed a study on the 
academic achievement of mature s-tud~nts. who tran~ferred 
to the ;University ;of _British Columbia from the' Vancouve_r 
City College (VCC) • They defined mature students as 
;hose who were twenty-five years of age or more at the 
' .• 
time of admission to uni.versi ty. They compared the 
academic achievement of the mature students with that 
of the regular students at both College and University; 
and--£und that the mature student had a higher mean 
GPA .(2. 92) than the regular students (2. 44) • 
The study-by Dennison and Jones (1969) defined 
mature students only in terms of a'1e and did not cons;ider 
the level of education of·-the student upon admission to 
Vancouver City College~, Furthermore, since subjects 
chosen for that study were comprised of students who 
nad already graduated from a city college, one would not 
expect to find any difference between mature and less 
, . 
• 
. . 
\ 
. • 
" 
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\ 
\ 
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.. 
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mature, chronologically. " It is therefore difficult to 
generalize the results of this study to a more 
heterogeneous group of mature · students. 
r 
_carl~on (1973) completed a study,of 384 women.t 
thirty-five years and over, who were enrolled as 
r 
undergraduate .students at the University of Washington 
. · · in 1968. In a questionnaire designed to study the 
· '0 
characteristics of' these~omen (their age, marital status 
and ~otivation~), and to follow up their academic 
achievement, Carlson learned that eighty (80) percent 
had earned a baccalaureate degree in the four 'year period 
since enrollment • 
.... 
4 
In addition, almost half were planning 
. 
~ to earn. higher degrees, and seventy-two (72) percent were 
empl9yed at the ti~e of the -survey. It can be . seen then 
that these matur.e women demonstrated a hi~h level of 
"· 
succe'' bo~h in attaining a degree and meaningful 
employment. 
I ~ 
Most studies have studied the mature student using 
an age criterion only, and did not distingui~b between 
i' generc(l entrance 
. \ 
those mature learners who satisfied 
. . ;.-.: 
requirements and those who had less tnan the 9eneral -
f 
- ~ 
entrance req~rements and were admitted via a special 
I 
admissions progr~. 
(In comparing the academic achievement of .older 
• 
D 
.. 
... 
• 
· ~ . . 
, 
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-.... 
'students wit~hat_ of conventional students, the evidence 
----is 6onflicting for those studies that,utilLzed only · 
chronological age as a criterion for mature studei ts. 
Furthermore. there wa~ not any consistency o! age 
cr~terion amongst these studies, but most considered 
the "adult student" to be_ twenty-five yeat;s or older~. 
Some studies report that the older student does 
. 
not perform as · we-~1 .as the _ yofu:lger student. (:Barnett 
. .... 
& Lewis, 1963; Fl~c~er, 1959; Howe~l, 1962: Kapur, 1972) -~ 
Other· studies reported that there was not any 
significant difference between older and younger students. 
(s~ Billingha~ and Travaglini, 198~; Nisb~ ~nd-we~sh, 
1972; Seltzer, 1976; Winslow, 1968; and French,~ 1977). 
' The following reported that the older student's 
performance exceeded that of their _younger counterparts: 
. . 
Beagle, 1970; Dennison & Jones, 1969; and Perkins, 1971: 
Research dealing with those mature students who 
: 
have not met the general admission s.tandards, is e~tr~mely 
limit"ed, and evidence of their performance in relation ·t6 
their younger counterparts is. qu~te inconclusive . 
.. . . ' 
In Canada,. only Beagle (1970) an? Perkins (1971) 
nave made this distinction, and both · have recommended 
further study because of the inconclusive nature of trre 
re~~f their particular studies • 
- ~ .... 
'·. 
• .. 
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This dearth of research holds true for universities 
outside of_ Canada as well; results of such studies ·are 
likewise inconsistent. 
Si,ula (1979) reported that the failure-success 
' ratio .for mature students was three to one (3 to 1), 
. ( 
. ~ . 
them attaini~g at l:jast a . • c' average, 
• • ~J 
with only 25% of 
raising the question as to whether such a low success 
ratio could justify the mature· student program. 
·. . . 
Another study s~ggesting that mature seudents do 
less well academicaiiy is that of Roderick & Bell (19.~1) 
who reported higher .drop-out rates, and lower degree 
. 
class for this group. 
Studies report~ng that the mature studen:rperformed -·""' 
~s w~ll as his mo~l~~e~ y~~~ger counterparts 
include those by Barrett & Powell (1980), and Walker (1975). 
; . ~· Barrett & Powell studied the performance of the mature ( . 
student and found that 66% graded passes were achieved; 
but they did not compare, their success wtth the younger 
students. 
The Barrett & Powill . (1980) study was completed at 
.,, . 
the Universtiy of New South Wales, which has an elaborate 
. admissions proc~dure consisting of seminars, pre-
admission assig~ent, and an induction course with an 
,. 
op~n book assignment. such an admission policy and 
· I 
., .· -, ...!:• 
. ' 
:;{:~; : 
If,-., 
.' 
"' 
' ... 
' 
~· . 
"" .... .. 
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• 
procedure would likely eliminate the lower achievers, 
and could probably account for the reported high 
percentage of graded passes. 
. . .\ 
In summarizing the literature, one cannot formulate 
any definite conclusions regarding the mature student, 
as the evidence is quite inconclusive regarding adult 
university students, regardless of whether they met the 
general admission requirements, or were adffiitted through 
some special admission procedure. 
~ 
There appears ··not to be any uniform! ty of admission 
criteria; and,- mote critically, there appears to have 
b~en ver~ little ass~ssment of the -various admission 
policies regarding the rn~ture applicant. 
Relationship ·Between Age and Academic Achievement · 
There has been only limited research directed 
. 
towards the relationship between age and academic 
achievement, and the focus has predominantly been on 
the relationship betweeri 'age and drop-outs' rather 
than on 'age and GPA'. 
French (1977) studied selected factors related to 
' 
,grade point average for third year or later students 
in the faculty of Education at Memorial University and 
• 
.. 
r /'' 
.. 
. 
... 
. 
• 
I 
I 
/ 
! 
' .. 
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reported that age did not contribute significantly to 
the total amount .of 'variance in semester grade point 
average. 
Ulmer, and Ulmer & Verner (cited in Bhatnagar, 
1975) studied th~ relationship' betweencrropplng out ____ .... 
... 
and age., and· .found no significant difference between 
the ages of those who dropped out and those who 
persis~ed. 
Bhatnagar (1975) on the other hand, found. a 
-
curvilinear relationship between age and drop-outs. 
Students in the age categories 20-25, 36-40, and· 41-
plus showed higher drop-out rates, while tho~ in the · 
age ranges 26-30, 31-35 showed higher per~stence rates. 
The largest percentage of drop-outs was in the 20-25 
....., "' 
age group (58.7%). .-
In studying the degree completion rate of students, 
·Van Helden (1975) found that students in the 22-25 year 
old category had the poOrest degree completion rate 
. 
(18.2%) as compared with 40% for the under 22 group, and 
45% for all older {over 22) students. 
, 
" .. .. B-il1ingham & Travaglini (19~1), in their study of 
students who entered the Central Michigan Uni ve.rsity 
. 
Individualized Degree Program (IDP), ' found that students 
"I 
who entered the program before age thirty (30) made more· 
.l 
trr _., • , 
( 
· \ 
• 
-
.'·,1• ~ . • - ' . 
'· 
-
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rapid progress toward graduation than those above thirty 
( 30) • 
From th.e research of the literature, the author has \. 
been unable to find statistics for mature students in 
each of these age categories. 
Sullivan (1966), in investigating the performance 
of Memorial Univer.sity students for the fall term 1966, 
found that' there was a high f~ilure rate for students 
of twenty-five years old and above. He noted ·a clear 
tendency for proportion of failures to increase--up. .. to--~-- ·---· · - · 
age ia ~~-19- -~rict ttie'n'to Qecline up to age 25- at 
which point the failpre rate increased again. These 
results appear contrary to those of Bhatnagar (1975), 
and Van Helden (1975) but it is difficult to compare 
these two studies as Sullivan's was concerned with 
part-time students. 
Dennison and Jones (1969) found that the ratio of 
and compared with academic achievement, as has been done 
in this study. 
~ To summarize the relationship b~tween age and 
• ~ernie achievement, it is felt that the evidence is 
' · .,. 
' 
\, 
\ 
-'• 
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. 
" 
: .. 
. ..,. 
,. 
• f' , 
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" 
- \ .. .t . 
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~nconclusive, as the conclusions -about these ~wo ~ariablea 
are inferred from results,of ' studies investigating the 
/ . .... 
. .' 
relationship between age an~ drap-outs·mb~e so · than · 
between age and grade point average. 
Educational Background 
· .. 
.. _ --- ... ------..... ""'·- _. 'it 
Ano~her variable that has been dlsquss~d in )he 
' 
literature .with regar~ to its relationship to academic 
achievement is educational background. . Doth Doug la·s 
. . . 
. 
(1931) and Travers ('1_94 9) studied this rel~tionshiP. 
. . 
I ~ . 
and concluded that there was no ~ignificant r~lationship 
-~ ~' . ----- ...... -- .... -. 
I 
between subjects studied at High School _and succ~ss at 
university. fl. • I 
Cook . (1961, 1962) compared the grades of ' College 
ff . 0 
students who had taken .;i. college •preparatory co.urse of " ~ 
studies with those who had taken non-college-preparato;y 
cours'es, and he found no sign! f icant diff~·re.nce. ) 1 
··- -· · - --·---- ·-gr-own-· (! 980) com_;ar·e.d the grades of ·Voea1Jonal 
IJ I 
School stud~nts .from 'five educational · backgrounds,· and 
• . 
reported that students having~ high.school academic 
0 ~ • . 
level 9£ education attained higher grades than students 
--- ---- - ---·-· " . ~ 
from other groups. ~ . ' • . 
Keily (19B3) 
, _ t 
Holahan, Green, & compared /~~e I 
• 
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graduating rate of students entering universi_ty from a 
Junior or Senior College with that of students coming 
directly from high school, and reported no significiant 
difference between the three groups. 
I · 
.In one of three studies by Swarm (1982) it was 
. . . . I 
reported that stud~nt·s having_ a general education development 
{ 
I ' 
;(GED) level of I aucation attained lower grade poi,nt ·average . 
-~. ' ~ 
" .... , .. ., ' (GPA} than the·. younger students who ha& a traditional high · 
' ~ 
" 
school average. ,. . ' . In .another of ·her studies, however, GED 
.,.---;....... .. _ 
·Students h~d a higher ~PA than the mean · GPA of all students 
• 
at thei1; respective college_s • 
• "'Brown (1980) and~Hynes (1982), investigated the 
iu3hievement of former adult basic education ·(ABE) students 
~hd / en~o~d i~n v~catio~al .trainin~ ·p~o.grams in 
Newfoundl~nd, and found that they attained total grade 
. point averages that were significanbly lower than those 
atu9ents who possessed a regular high school background. 
. . 
"' 
. It·was indicated in an earlier section that Perkins 
. \ 
' (1971) found that h . .fs sample of ~mature ·students, all of 
whom hai, less ·~han a Junior · Matriculation, attained a higher 
, ' .t . . • . 
grade-point-aver.age t_han those having at least a Junior 
. 
Matriculation level of education. 
' --1 Beagle (1970) hypothesized that non-matriculation 
. . 
a~ult s~ud~nts would perform ~9 well as, or better than, 
regular students. However, the re:sults of her study did 
not suppo~t this hypothesis • 
, . 
--
.. 
.. .. -· -
..---- -----J 
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Bhatnagar (1975) studied the relationship between 
prior preparation for University and the dro~-ou_t rate 
and found that there was a lower drop-out rate for students 
_, - ....... 
possessing. a ijigh School Diplomf, than for those wllh lesser 
qualifications. 
I 
Van Helden (1975), in a study of aqplt students found 
very little correlation between the 'adult stude~t performanc~ 
and high school e·xa~in.ation re.sults • Similarly, Ryan (1969 ·) .. . 
·and Winslow }1968) found that high school grade point a~;~e---~ 
.. ~as not a ·good predictor of colleg& GPA for adult students. · \ 
c-..: 
Reed & Murphy (1975) found that as age increases, the use of 
·(~--~ . 
GPA,as a predi'ctor of academic success in college becomes 
• less reliable. As wa~ noted earlier in t~is chapter, 
\ ., 
Beagle (1970) found matriculation statu5 not to be a 
sfYnificant factor ~he acade~ic performance of adult 
students, and ~he recommended that a study be completed ' _\ 
~ . \ 
taking into account the actual level of previous education. 
> 
To s~arize · the findings of r~search into the 
. \ 
· relationship of educational background and academic 
achievement at University, it seems that there is no 
s~gnificant- diffef~pce between the academic achieyement 
7 
of -students with bunior Matriculation and those with 
. . ..... 
less~r qualifications. 
Al-l of the studies meritioned above ha'{e compared 
'·- - . 
, ,, 
( 
\ 
• 
0 
.... ---
~ 
• 
.. 
. ·' 
• 
academic achievement of regular students with 
achiev~ment of mature students as a group and have not 
considered the different levels of educational 
background within this g~oup. This study, in addition 
' . to comparing matur~ students, as a group, with regular 
students, 'has also compared the academic achiev~ments 
. 
of mature· students ·with differing educational levels. 
( i.. e. Grade XI, Grade XI Equivalency · (GED) , Gt:ade -XI 
(+') post-secondary, less than Grade XI (+') other, 
• Grade X, less than Grade X) • 
Motivation of Mature and Regular Students 
-
, 
' ~ Motivation as a construct has been a topic of 
considerable interest to psychologists for over a 
31 
century now, with earli"est references sur,facing at about 
. 
. 1884, with the James~Lange theory of emotion. From a 
" s~ary of the development of motivation in 'Fyans (1980) 
it appear& that early research was directed towards 
relat~onships between behavior, reinforcements, and 
.. 
emotions -· and drives •.. From the 1930 • s onw;rd, howeve\., 
a cognitive element was introduced into motivation 
theory, and this appr~ch was pioneered by 
Murray (1938) • From a ~mprehensive study 
J---
the work of 
of 50 male 
I 
I 
·• 
\ 
\ ' 
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• subjects, Murray and his associates developed a complex 
taxonomy of personality needs which have been grouped 
into the following categories: (1) needs related to 
. ·~tudent tasks, and (2) needs related to inter~ersonal 
relationships. From Murray's list ~f needs, need for 
achievement (n/ACH) appears to have attracted the most 
interest by researchers, most prominent of which seem 
to be McClelland (1951), and his associates. R~garding 
motives to achieve, McClelland, Atkinson, Clark, and 
L~ell (1953) suggest th~t: 
A~· motives are J.earned . . • they develop 
out of repeated affective experience~ connected 
with certain types of situations ~nd ' types of 
behavior. In the case of achievement motivation, 
the situations should involve~tandards of 
excellence ... and the behavior should involve 
......_ competition with those stand-ar<fs of excellence ~ or attempts to meet them which, if successful, 
produce positive affect or, if unsuccessful, 
negative affect. (p.276). 
McCleliand then ~~othesizes that the organism has 
a· desire to maximize ·pbsitive affect, and to minimize 
negative effect. He th,orized that the determinant 'of 
\ ' 
whether an organism wouid approach or avoid a given 
- - · - -- . -
situation would be the magnitude of the perceived 
discrepancy between that situation and past levels of 
\ ·adaptation. If cues. received from a new achievement • · 
situation are perceived by the pe~son to be only 
·---~ -~ 
.. 
·.· 
---. 
- · 
... 
,, .. 
... # .. 
/ 
'. 
... 
·,. 
• 
/ 
moderately discrepant from previqus adaptation levels, 
the person would likely approach, and persia~ in, 
achievement-rel~ted situations. Such a person, is seen 
33 
fas havin? hiqh n/Aoh. Persons with low n/Ach are tho~e 
who perceive the cues f~ new. achie~ement.situations 
~ ... as~being highly dlscrepa~1 t fro previous ~daptation 
levels, and would; likely vo a them, or withdraw. 
~ 
Atkinson (1957! 1978) perceived this approach-avoidance 
' relat~hip ··not only • in terms of motivation to achieve 
but also in terms of &voiding failure, and pride of 
accomplishment. 
The most common measure of need for achievement is 
;.. ... 
the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), a projective 
• 
me~re in which fantasy responses, elicited in response 
to a set of picture.cards, are analyzed for their 
motivational content. Other projective measures that 
appear to have been derived from the TAT include the 
• 
French Test of Insight -~~I), Iowa Picture. Inter~retation 
Test (!PIT) , Graphic ~pression Technique, and Knapp _,. 
; 
Tartan Test. 
.,. 
• 
A number of compreh~nsive p~sona~ity inventorie~, 
including the Edwards Per~nal Preference Schedule and 
the California Psychological Inventory, contain statement~ 
that are designed to address the motivational factor. 
' ·" 
I 
./ 
·~ 
-. 
\ 
, 
\ Fineman (1977) summarized eleven questionnaire scales 
which have'been·designed to measure·n/AJh, and reported. 
that appropriate relia9ility and validity had not been 
met i~ any .one instrument, and tha~ they tend not to 
correlate with projective meas~res such as the TAT • 
... 
The Mas.low concept of motivation I on which this 
. \ ., 
study is fiocused, has had its roots in Murray's taxonomy 
of needs. Maslow postulates that human needs are .-
organized in a hierarchial system, and will emerge 
sequentially as the majority of needs in the lower order 
• • 
are satisfied. The categories of needs c?mprising this 
system range from (1) physiological needs to (2) safety 
needs tor- (3) belonging and love needs to (4) esteem 
needs to (5) self-actuaJization needs. West & Glass 
(1981) point out that Maslow's hierarchy spans the 
- ,. 
entir~ motivational continuum, emphasizing bas~c need 
reduction as a source of motivation as well as a 
.. ' ' source of se~f-actualization activity. 
Maslo~ and other humani-stic psychologists recognize 
an innate striving within the organism to develop its ~ 
full potenti~l and has been expressed as a need for self-
actualization. Frick (1~82) refers to this force as 
"some fundamental energy that strives for the actualization 
of human potentials" (p •. 35)·. 
-
... 
' 
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--From the literature, it appear~ that tests ~ 
motivation that are based on self-actual~ation theory ··,..,_ 
have been developed largely for workers w£thin 
. . 
org_anizations, and there appears not to be a self-
actualization' ~easure th~t has been developed 
specifically for post-secondary educational settings. 
Korman (1974) comments on how little research, ge.nera~_l:)' ,. ~ 
has been dir~c~ed-towards Maslow's theory of ~otivation, 
~~pite the apparent g~eat popularity of his· self-
• ' . 
actualization process. , 
• 
Argyris (1951, 1960, 1964) has stugted aelf-
• • # / 
actualization of persons within organizations and has 
suggested that a semi-structured research interview be 
' utilized to measure employee self-actualization. The 
responses by a subject to the set of questions in the 
'interyiew are analyzed to identify needs that the 
participant wishes to satist~while at work. Bonjean & 
Vance (1968) outline a.number of practical implications 
for~ measure of -self-actualization. They indicated 
' . 
that assessment of employee's relative self-actualization 
I ~ 
would enable a manager to better predict turnover and 
· r 
absenteeism, and to readily identify pote_ntial problems·· 
within the work place. They indicate also that the 
self-actualization measures mig~t be useful "in personnel 
\t 
. .. 
- · . 
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placement ~d selection. 
There is evidence, then, that self-actualization 
~ 
measures have been useful, in other than academic settings, 
but there appears to be no research that has assessed 
whether . they are useful as a counselling aid, or as a 
se-lection and placement .tool, or as a predictor of success 
at post-secondary f/ci~ities. ·Reddin & Rowell (1975) 
developed a self-actualization inventory which was 
validated by utilizing subjects from a number of 
organizations. They maintain that this inventory is 
- . 
also appropriate for use with'college students, even 
• 
though college students did not constitute a part of 
the sample used to establish the reliability and 
validit~ o~ this instrument. 
To summarize the research on measu~~ of self-
actualization, it appears that very few instruments 
have been developed. Those that have · beeri developed 
have been utilized primarily ~y orga~izations, although 
they have had limited application, as a counselling aid, 
-
!' for certain disadvantaged groups such as those in a 
... 
psychiatric ~etting. At present, , it appears that 
research directed towards self-actualization, as a 
. ' 
measure of motivation for college students, is extremely 
limited. 
I 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES & METHODOLOGY 
General Procedure 
Subjects for this study were.ch~leqffrom students 
in full-time attendance at Memorial University of 
'Newfoundland for the period 1973 to 1984 inclusive. 
37 
This sltudy is" comprised of. two related sections, (1) 
de~ling with the academic achievemen: ~! -~~tur~ learne;s 
in relation to regular students, and (2) involving a 
study of mot·ivation· of mature and regular students as 
measured by an inventory of self-acellalization. 
The section which compares the academic performance of 
mature and regular students was completed'in ·1978, and 
subjects were chosen from students in full-time attendance 
\ 
for the perio~ 1973-1978 incl~sive. 
The inventory of self-actualization was administered 
in 1984, to a random sample of both mature and regular 
students. Although these subjects did not comprise part of 
. . 
the original sample, it is nevertheless appropriate to 
-- generaliz~··their results, as it is unlikely that there will 
"\ 
be any fundamental differences, over time, in the general 
~otivationai,aspects of the student .population. However, 
. 
this ass,umption is made with some caution since th~re have 
. . 
· . 
' . .. 
• 
l 
I 
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• 
• 
been changes which m~ght conceivably affect the composition 
of the mature student population. These . include the worsening 
economic conditions, the re-organized secondary s~hool 
program, and .i,ncreased emphasis - 9n adult educa~~----~- ,,~ :-··· ~ 
t. 
- -- - ' - ' . . \ · 
Sampling 
In comparing the mature students with re·gular students, 
subjects were chosen from full-time studen~s for the five 
academic years 1973-1978 inclusive. ~he reasons for 
• 
choosing these particular years are as follows: 
,. 
1. They succeed the change in 'age requirements' of 
1 1969 by more than three years, which provided ample 
time for this change t.9 be well known. 
2. Five years was necessary to obtain-the desired 
sample of approximate~y 200 mature students. 
3. Students entering the university during the ·ear·ly 
years of this period would have had sufficient time 
to have completed their under~dua~e degree. 
The total population of full-time mature students (208) for 
that period was selected, ·and the number of students in 
each year of study (i.e •. First, Second ... Fifth) was 
determined\ Cluster sampling was then utilized, for · each 
year of study, to choose a proportionate numbe~ of~ regular 
student~. (see Table 1). 
Subjects chosen for comparison of academic degree 
standing (i~e. 1st, 2nd, or 3rd· Class degree) were those, 
t 
.. 
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··· .. 
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.... _:··. 
• 
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Table 1 •• 
... 
-Numbers of Mature Students per Academic Year, and 
ftorresponding Sample of Regular Students 
. 
Academic Year 
... 
Student 
• 
\ Status First Second Third /Fourth Fi fth 
.,., 
Mature 50 44 41 33 40 
~egular so . 44 41 33 40 
Total 100 88 82 66 80 . 
, 
'· 
, . 
39 
i 
. ... 
• 
Total 
208 
208 
I 
416 
/ 
' 
J 
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from the samples of mature and regular students, who hrd 
entered university in 1973 and 1974. These students were 
• 
chqsen because they would have been eligible to receive a 
degree~ithin the period ·1973 to 1978 inclusive if they had 
successfully completed their respective programs in the 
standard completiOnJPeriod. (see Table 2). 
f • • .. 
Subjects ,chosen -for the section of this study dealing 
with the motivation of mature learners in c~mparison with 
regular students were selected from full-time students at 
, Memorial University for .the winter semester 198~. Random 
samples, of equal size, were· selected from both mature and 
. . -
regular students. In gen~_rating samples, a computer 
printout was able .to provide lists of mature anti regular 
students respectively, from which random samples were 
. 
physically chosen, using a table of randorn ·numbers. 
., 
Data Collection 
. . 
A physical review of lhe students '•v academic records at 
~ 
the ·Registrar's Office was completed to determine (1) 
previous level of education (2) facu~ty (3) age (4) 
marital status (5) residency status (6) drop-out or 
persisting (7) grade-point aver'age (·8) number of students 
eligible for degrees in the period 1973 to 1978 inclusive 
t 
' 
' 
' ' . 
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•• 
, 
. . --·-- · ·---· - ........... -... .... _ _. 
' 
Table 2 
• Number l of Mature and Regular Students Eligible for Degree 
Within Period 1973 to 1978 Inclusive 
~ 
) 
Ca~cgory Absolute Relative Ad's Cum. 
Label . Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency. 
'• / 
0 
, Mature 72 51.1 59.1 51.1 
Regular 69 48.9 48.9 " 100.0 
# 
Total 141 100.0 100.0 
I 
l' \ 
'.\ .'\. -. 
.. 
--------
----- .. 
• 
f • 
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and (9) d'egree status for tho.$e who graduated. Permission 
I 
for access to students' records was obtained from the 
·~·' . 
Registrar prior to r~viewing their records. Data for the 
-
~ . -
. . ? 
r-
~otivation compone~t of this study were obtained from raw ... ,l 
' 
scor~s on a self-actualization inventory. Ut~lizing the 
_t computer services at Memorial University, all data were 
. 
Q 
analyz~d by utilizing the Statistical Package for Socia,l 
Sciences SPSS. , ' • . (.) 
Instrumentation 
The Self-Actualization Inventory was developed by 
I . o ~ 
W.J. Redilin\and K. Rowell (1975) to measure the . degr~e..,.-to -
which the following needs are unfulfilled: physical, 
~ . 1 
ecurity, relationships, respect; : independence, and 
elf-actualization. 
Applying Maslow's theory of -~iv~tion to this 
instrument, it WaS predicted that a person IS need f0~ Self-
a¢~ualizatiOn would not do.minate until a large' percen~·age 
• "'-..r -
.. 
t 
. 
of needs lower in the hierarchy had been tulfilled. 
This instrument" is most useful as a training and 
counselling aid.tf that it is able to give individual s 
insight into their unfulfille~needs. The authors 
indicate that it is also useful as a research aid in 
.._,/ ' 
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that need profiles can be plotted~ and compared, for 
various . homogenous groups. 
The self-actualization inventory cons_ists of twerity-· 
eight-128) sets of three statements, to which the 
. 
respondent distributed a · total of. (3) points among 
- -. ' 
each set (e.~. 3 / 0, ~ t, ~, 1; 0,1, 2) . The str~ger a 
subject's agreement with a particular statement, the 
' higher wi_l1 be .t~e assigned. numeral. 
The following illustrates t~e · tYPe;; of ·statements 
. . . 
and the pacticu~ar scal~ds) on which they reflect: 
• . I 
A) Physical Needs ; I 
filling bioiog~qal •• 
"\ ' 
Unf~filled needs concerned .with 
appeti ties. - - · '----
, 
I 
I 
"I wish I could get more• rest." · · 
. " --.-- . ""~ . 
B) Security Meeds 
- Unfulfille~ needs conce~ned with ma{ntaining safety 
\. 
- and security. 
., ' 
"I wish .I could buy a bigger -insurance policy ... 
' ' . Ct Relationship Needs 
_ ... ---······ 
. . 
Unfulfilled needs conberned with obtaining love, 
• 
. 
affection, .and a feeling of, belongingness with others. 
• • 
"r would like to be able to' meet wi th more 
' 
, 
people. 11 
, 
.. 
•. 
• i 
__... .... ·' . . . 
. . 
. .. 
·• 
.. 
• 
·-
. . 
•• 
.,. \ 
.. --··-
' ' 
• 
'· 
\ 
D) Res~ect Needs 
Unfulfilled 
respect, and the 
I . 
~ 
·~\ 
ne~s concerned with obtaining self . 
\ I !, • 
este·~ of others. 
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~ E~ Independance Needs .. 
• 
" 
Unfulfilled needs concerned with obtaining autonomy. 
"I wish that I worked for myself." 
F) Self-Actualization Needs 
• Unfulfilled needs concerned with attaining .self-
fulfillment. 
II I wish tha: _  _:_:.~uld realize my full rotehtial. II 
An equal number of statements were.direct~d to each 
of these factors. ) 
Scale inter:or~e(ations range from .01 to ·.os, 
which suggest that s~s are reasonably independent 
and ~ay be considered separately • 
.. 
The nurn~rals in each sc~le are totaled to provide ~ 
.. 
the raw .score. The higher the sco~e-, th'e gz;eater the 
f , I 
i~divi~~al's needs for that particular attribute. For 
descript~~e purposes, the raw scores are converted into 
five categories ranging from very low (VL), low (1), 
average (M~), high {h), and very high (vh). · 
• The reliability of th'is Inventory was established 
. . 
through the test-retest method. On a two month tes~~ 
retest of one hund~ed ~even (107) subjects, correlations 
-- . ... ..... _  
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• 
I .. 
r~nged from .74 to .79. 
---~-----The validity of this instrument was established by 
. 
utilizing subjects from settings such as business and 
• 
service sectors. Of the six hundred and three subjects, 
' "536 were managers of varying levels. The authors report 
~sixty-three ' samf>le-to-sampJ:e --comparisons of all 
• 
- I · 
significant ·differences of measure~ affecting self-
actualization factors. 
Following a review of the salient featqres of this 
\ 
instrument, 'it was decided that the self-actualization 
i~vent9ry was adequate and appropriate for use in this 
; 
study. 
.--·- -~ 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
One of the primary purposes of this study was to 
compare the academic achievement of matur~ and regular 
students respectively_. TQ. achieve this, a comparison 
46 
of average grades, rate of drop-outs, and classification 
of degree ·was completed. 
Comparison of Grades for Mature and Regular Students 
... 
. . 
In comparing the average grades of both the 
experimen~al group of 208 mature students, and the control 
group qf 208 regular student~, Table 3 indicated that~ 
twenty-seven (27%) of the mature group attained' average 
. . 
grades of less than fifty as compared to 17% for the 
regular students. ' O~e hundred fifty-~n~ (151) 
regular students at~erage grad~~ of 55 
as compare~ to 118 for mature students. 
of the 
or bed:er 
An analysis of variance, (ANOVA) was conducteatq 
_ .. .-• .,..--- I - • 
ascertain whether the variance for those two groups was 
significantly different and results indicated that the 
difference was significant' at <. 01 level of confidence 
(see Table 4). This indicates t -hat--the average grades 
:l :_ . 
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Table 3 
.. 
·c 
Numbers and Percentages of Mature and Regular Students in Six (6) 
Catego;ies of G~~ 
~ ' 
' Student Status 0-49.9 )50-54.9 
I 
N % ... N % 
• 
Mature 57 27 33 16 
Regular 35 17 22 lO 
Total 92 44 55 26 
• .. _,. 
¥ 
Grade Category 
55-64.9 
N % 
69 33 
r 84 40 
\ 
\ 1S3 73 
J'·-......,.. 
• 
• 
65-72.9 73-79.9 
"N % N . % 
35 
39 
74-
y 
t' 
.-
.. 
17 . 12 
19 ' 18 
36 30 
.,., 
\-
5 
9 
14 
• 
·. 
I . 
80-lt-0 
N % 
2 . 1 
10 5 
.., 
12 6 -
-"' 
_,. 
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Table 4 I 
Analysis of Variance of Average Grades for Mature and 
Regular .. students by Faculty 
.;_ 
Source of i 
Variance 
Student Status 
(Mat~re/Regular) 
Faculty 
Interaction 
(Student St"atus/ 
· Faculty) 
Error 
Mean 
-$quares · 
134~. · 71 
363.15 
199.54 
152'. 91 
Degrees of F p 
Freedom 
1 8.83 .003** 
2.38 • 0'5* 
4 1 . 31 .27 
402 
~----------~~~--~~~-----------) 
* 
** 
Significant at 
Significant at 
,. 
. 0 5 · le~ of con£ i~ence . 
• 01 level ·of confid~nce. 
tt 
..... 
. ) 
• 
• 
··. 
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of regular students are sigriificantly hi~~r than those 
for the mature students. 
Rate of Drop Out 
In comparing drop-out rate · for mature and regular 
students, numbers ' and percentages were calculated for 
.· I T ' . · • 
students who . persist~d in their program or dropped out~ 
voluntarily, or were required · ~o. leave under university 
regulations {see Table 5). This table ~llustr~tes that 
130 of the mat.ure students (63%) persisted in their 
respective programs as compared with 140 regular stugents 
--: 
(67%): N equaled 208 for each group. 
Of the 78 mature students (37%) who ~ropped out, 56 
were required to leave; whereas for the 68 regu·lar 
students who dropped o~t, 42 were required to drop out. 
Chi square analysis was completed to test the significance 
of the difference in retention rate between the two 
groups; chi equaled 2. 70, wi~ 2 degrees of freedom. The 
signifi-chnce was •calculated ' • 2 5 suggesting that the 
difference was not significant. This indicates that mature 
.. 
students were neit.her more nor less likely to dropout than 
· ,_. their yo~nger counterparts. ---
--
~· ·~ 
·-
' 
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Table 5 
,. 
/( - and Percenta9:es· of Mature and Numbers Regul~ar Students • 
in Continuin9: Attendance, Voluntarl,Leavin9:, Reguired ~. · 
,. 
"" 
' • . 
·to Leave • ' • 
. . 
" 
Continue'd Voluntary Required 
Attendance Leaving To Leave Total 
, 
, ~ N % N % N % N % 
Mature 130- 63 22 10 56 27 208 ._100 
Regular 140 67 26 13 42 20 208 100 
.. 
' . 
\)Column 
Total 270 64 •48 12 98 24 416 100 
.. 
Chi Square = 2.7 with 2 degrees of freedom 
. 
Significance = .25 
' , 
• 
. ., 
-. 
... .. . : 
....... -. 
I 
--
__ ,· .. :_; .. ~ ....... ' 
~ . ~ .r{ ' . ' ' • • ' 
_.--------
- \ 
c9mparison ·or-c1ass of Degrees 
. , __.--- "\. 
/ ~ ~ 
".. ""' In studying this variable, sev~~y-two mature 
students and sixty-nine regular stude~ts .comprised the. 
total sample (s·e_e Table 2) • 
Table 6 shows the numbers and percentages of first, 
__ second, and third class of degrees attained by the mature 
_ .. --- ·~~ -·- ~ ... 
. and regular students. This 'demonstrates that 14 of the 
sample of 72 mature students attained a degree, ap 
. . . 
compared to 26 of the 69 regular students •. In the mature 
groups, 2.7% attained a first class degree, 11.1% a 
second class ' degree·, and 5.6% a third class de-gree . 
. 
__ Regular students attained percentages of 4.3, 26.1, and 
2.3 respectively for the three classes of degree. Chi 
\ . . 
square analy~is was completed to test the significance 
of this difference; chi equaled 6.32 .with 3 degrees of 
freedom. The difference was calculated at .10, suggesting 
that the dif-ference between the mature and regular · groups 
is not sign~ficant. 
Level of Education 
In comparing· the relationship between academic 
...  
achievement and level.of education upon adm!ssion to 
f 
\~. 
,·, 
• 
•' .. 
... ~ 
• I 
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\ 
Table 6 ,o •' 
Number· ~nd Percentages of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Class OegFee , 
I 
~r Mature and Regular Students · 
• 
Class of Degree 
Student 0 1 2 3 Total 
Statu~ N 
' 
N % N 
' 
N % N % 
,. 
Mature SB 80.6 2 2.7 8 11.1 4 5.6 72 100 
Re.gular 43 63.3 · 3 4.3 18 26.1 5 7.3 6f 100 
Column 
Total 101 71.5 5 3.5 26 18.5 9 6.5 141 100 ~ 
-i, 
Chi Square 6.32 with 3 degrees of freeaom "' ::. / 
"""-
,. 
•• r Significance = • 10 { 
----····· ........ ... • :• 
,, 
~:f"., ,. 
( 
J . 
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~· 
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.. 
University, education levels were categorized as grade 
/ . 
XI matriculation, grade XI ge_neral, grade XI plus' post-
secondary, less than grade XI plus other, adult education 
. 
gra.de XI equiva~ent, grade X, less t ·hafl grade X. (see 
, 
Table 7). ~. 
All of the regular students had attained a gradJ XI 
matric-ulation, and Table 3 showed that ~his group .attained 
significantly higher grades than the mature students, whose 
• 
educational background was represented by the other six 
categories. Of the 208 mature students, 99 attained a 
grade XI general status of high school education, 58 a 
grade XI plus post-'s~condary, 1~ a grade eleven equivalen~ 
(adult education), 5 with less than grade XI plus other, 30 
with grade X, and 4 with less than grade X. 
I 
An analysis of variance was conducted to determine , ~ 
whether the variance of average grades was significant~ the 
• ONEWAY analysis revealed a difference· that was significant 
at the ~ . 001 level of confidence (see Table 8). 
To determine between which levels of education the 
difference existed, a multiple range test, STUDENT-NEWMAN-
KEULS, was utilized an~ showed a significant difference, 
at the G .OS le~el, betwee~ students with grade XI plus 
post-secondary and those with other levels of education. 
r · 
A review of th'e· means showed mean grades of 63.0 for .,. 
___..,.,~ . . ~ .. ··--
•• ·'' 
l 
I-
...,. 
Lfl 
, 
~ 
., 
. 
• Table 7 
• 
• 
.. 
Numbers and Percentages of Mature Students in Six Categories of Educational 
' 
Level upon Adwission to University 
Grade XI 
General 
N 
99 
. 
. 
% 
48 
Grade XI Less Gr. XI 
• Post sec. Plus other 
N % N % 
58 28 5 2 
J 
Grade X 
N % 
30 14 
l 
-Less Than Adult Education 
Gr. X Gr. XI Equiv. 
N % N 
. , _ 
( f % 
: 
4 2 12 • 6 
# 
I 
• 
:.. 
.... 
. 
,. 
1, 
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'Table· 8 
-· ""1 
Anal~sis of Variance of Avera9:e Grades for Mq,ture 
Re9:ular Students b:i Educational Back9::lound 
• 
.. . ·- -- Mean Degree of ~qua.res Source of Vari.ance Freedom F 
Average Grade/ 
level of Education 1357.95 5 10.8 
------· ----..... ........ ... 
** Significant at .001 level of confidence. 
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and 
• 
.. , 
f 
---\ 
p 
• 
.001** 
" .. :,-
" 
~ 
{ ' 
,.,_ 
.. 
.. 
56 
/ "' t 
students with grage XI plus post-secondary, as compared 
with meads of 55.3, 5l.5, 51.2, 50.3, and 30.6 respectf~ely 
fo.r the other levels of education. 
The STUDENT-NEWMAN-KEU4S proced~re also revealed 
tl'\at students having'less than a grade X level of 
.,. - - ···· · · ·· ········--ed!cation ~ttained significantly lower average g+ades than 
•' 
, .. 
, , •• I -~., . 
~student9. having a grade X or, better.· ~ 
\ . . f . 
Educational Backgrouna-and Dropping Out 
This study demon~trated tpa~ although more; regular 
·' . . 
.... 
... . 
students (140) persisted in their programs than matuEe 
) \ ( 
students ~130), the diff:renc_e .was no:t signlf~pant (p=.2~)·. • 
In. ter.ms of· -a relationship between level of education 
and .dropping ou~ for .mature •'le,C:rnera,. tlble 9 s_pows that 
-· . 133 persisted as compared with 75 dropping out. It was 
· dem6ns~rated that 20~7% of these students ~ith g~ade XI 
plus post-~econdary, ~6.4~ of students ~ith grade XI 
. .. 
~eneral, 40% with•less . than grade XI pru~ other, 50% with 
•grade X, 100% with 
education grade XI 
. . . •. . . '· 
less than grade X,' and SOl with adult 
"'-./'. 
equivalent, dropped out. 
~ 
Chi square analysis was completed to t~st the 
• ~ignificanc~ of the difference in drop -out r~_for the 
different levels of edu~ati~n, and chi equaled 2~.4 w~~h~ 
. ' I 
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Table 9 - ·..,\ ~ 1 
•• 
.. 
-~ ;r·· 
• 
... 
~umbers 6f Mature Students Persisting or Dropping Out 
• \ 
-
•• 
.... ~ 1 
Gr. · XI Gr.· XI · Adult ·Ed. ·Less .Gr. x_~ • :7 Gr: x 
~ 
· Generai ·,. ) Gr •• # . Post-sec. ?lus other II 
.. 
\ 
: (• "-\ . · · Equ'iv. .. ., "'\ -. .. ... • . ~ " . 
. . 
I 
Less GR.X. 
' ... 
It (..---
\ 
. . --. .-
. . 
• 
"' Persisters 
Volunta~y 
Drop-out 
Required 
N ' % # N' <% N % 
. ) 
N · % N . II % Ji. N % 
. I 
0 
' ~ a 
4 6' ' ~ 79 • 3 """ 63 63 • -~ I 6 50 3 ' ;Q • 1~ "'; 
t 
./7 2'2 .. 1 . 1\ . 17.; .3 25 • 0 I 
"'~-
,,_ ... 
... 
... 
. ' , 
.. 
·~ 
0 4 
50.0 
........ 
, . .- ·> 
. . 
l3 ·.3 
0 
0 
0 
.. _. ·' 
·o 
~ 
.... 
• 
... 
1 Drop-out 5 6.6 19 19.2 ···. 3 . 25' 2 40 1!. '36.'7 4 100.0 :-~·-· 
I 
.... 
Total sa 27.9 99 - 47.6 12 · s.a ; -. ' .- . 5 2.4 30 '' 14.4 
Chi Squa~/ =. 2 9. 4 with 10 de_gr~es "'of freedom ' ~ .. 4 • • 
. . \ , . . ~ .. . . 
Significance = • 001 · · ' ' , 'Iii • 
l ,. ~ ,_ ... 
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I 
10 degrees of freedom. The dif~er~nce was calculated to 
~ .. 
be significant at ~.01 level of confidence. 
This suggests that mature students with a grade XI 
·plus post-secondary l~vel of educatioh persisted in 
their programs more often 
other educational l~vels. 
than matu1e students with 
~Seventy-tive percent of 
~ ' ~ 
those students havi~g an educational level of grade X, 
or less, dropped out, with 68.3% req\}ired.,!:o ·drop out' • 
• 
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• 
Relationship Between Academic Achievement 
" 
and Selected Demographic Variables 
• This study investigated the relationship between 
.... 
academic achievement for mature students as compared 
with regular students on such selec~ed variables as 
./ 
sex, marital status, residency status, aqe, faculty, 
~~-·. ~!!'!.. . educati~nal l;>ackground. 
R~lari~nship Between Academic Achievement and Sex 
Table 10 indicates the number of males and females 
. . c. 
comprising the total sample of .mature and regular 
\ 
students, excluding subjects c~mprising the sample to 
.tt .... , ~ I( . . 4 I . . 
whom a test of self-actualization was administered. 
Of the mature sample, 64. 9% were males, and · 35 .1%" 
' 
· females. The sample of regular students was. comprised 
'- . I • 
of 45.7% males and 54.3% females. The chi square 
• • stati~tic for goodness-to-fit analysis Mas run to 
investigate whether the- attained proportions of .males I . i' . • 
to females was representative of expected proportions 
, 
in the population of' university studen~s and chi 
equaled 14.5 w,ith l.degr·ee of freedom. Resu;u.s sbowed . 
that these· differenc~ were significant at ~he .01 
lev~l of confidence, indicating that ther~ ·wfre • 
signi£icantly more · mal~s than females among tature 
s,tudents ai ·com~red with reguiar 1Jtudents. . --~ 
• 
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Table 10 
crosstabulation of Student Status by Sex , 
f#l" 
~X ~ . . ·--· . 
I 
Student Status Male -·---·· Female Total • 
· ... 
N % N % 
... ~ · 
Mature 135 64.9 73 35.1 1081 
Regular 95 4S:~ 113 54.1 108 
Total 230 55.3 186 44.7 216 
• ; 
' "' Chi Square = 14.5 wi~ee of freedom 
Significance = .01 ~ 
"' -I .,. ,,  I, ' 
" 
). 
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r \ ~ 
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ANOVA was utilized to determine if there was a 
f 
'relationship between average grades and sex of student 
and it showed a significan~ .difference, at the 
level of confidence (see ~ab1e nl\ indicati~g 
the-re was a significant dift'et=ence "ktwee-n the 
.01 
that 
average 
grades of males and fezn,ale~. To learn the direction 
• 
of this relati~nsJU.p a compartson of the me\ns reve~led 
that females attained higher ~ean grades than males. 
Th~ signi'ficance of the 'interaction between mature ana-· 
t • 
re.gula\ stud~nts : respectively for average grades and 
~ , . . 
sex was reported at • 2 7, indicating that there was no 
--
i'nteractive effect. • 
.-; 
In c_omprising the. drop out rate by sex for mature 
and regu!ar students, Table 12 demonstrates that the 
··;.;. numper of .. ma1e pe~sistors was 134_ (n :;., 229_) as compared 
with 138 female persistors (n = 187). }:t was shown 
that 41.5% of males dropped out, whereas 25.6% of the 
• 
~ 
females dropped out .~Chi square analysis was .completed 
on the differences between--rruUe and female drop 
and chi ~·qualed 10.8 with 2 degrees of } .reedom. 
'"" s.ignificance reported at -. 00 4 indicated that the 
• differe,nces are si~J)tficant :-t .the .0.1 lev~l of 
confide nee. This demonstrates that, at Memorial 
. ... ____. . . 
out rate 
The 
/' University, the drop out rate for males .is significantly 
"' 
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' Table 11 \ 
Analysis of Var lance of Avera\? Grade for Mature and Regular 
Students by Sex 
·Mean Degree of 
., 
. . 
-Source of Variance squares / Freedom , . P. 
...--...... 
Student Status " '• 
( 
(mature/regular) 1077.37 1 7.09 .008 
.... 
Sex • 1537.34 1 10.12 • 002** 
Interaction 
--
-
' (student status/ 
,). * ....... ... 
sex) 187.25 1 1.23 • • 27 
** Signifl.cant at <.01 level of confidence 
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·Table 12 
Numbers and Percentages.of Persistorstand Drag-outs 
• 
for Male and . Female · Student·s 
-~ 
------------------------------------~----------~-----
Sex 
' 
.... 
Retent-ion Male 
.... 
Female Row Total 
N -t N, % N % 
-l ~ 
"' Persisters 134 58.5 138 73.8 272 65.4 
· Vp1. Drop-out 39 1) .o 18 9.6 57 13.7 
Reg • Drop-Out 56 64.4 •31• 35.6 87 20.9 
.. 
Total 229 55.0 187 45.0 . 416 100.0 
; 
40 
Chi -square = 10.9 with 2 degrees o~ freedom 
,.-.. . .• ' . 
Significance = .01 . 
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• 
greater than for females . 
In•comparing the differences within the.mature and 
regular groups respectively, Table 13 indicates that sex 
differences are significant at the <.OS level, within 
the mature groups. Chi square equaled 7. 35 wH;h 2 
degrees of freedom, ang. significance was observed to be 
- -· 
.03. Chi square was utilized to test the significance 
.- t • I 
.of differences -withi,n the regular group and chi square 
• 
was found to equal 3. 7Q with 2 aegrees. of freedom .(see 
Table 14) ·• Significance was found to ~e· .16, ·which 
indicates that the differences are no~ significant ~ 
· This indicates that within the 'mature~ groUif., significantly 
. " 
more males than females dropped out~ . With!~ the regular 
group, it was observed that- althougJ mqr-e males dropped 
.,. 
out, the differe~c·e was not found to be significant. 
~ \ 
- .I .. 
Academic j\chievemehl;,' and ·.Age . 
' In the sample ot regular students the age range -was 
t 
16-24- inclusive, · and .for the population of mature students, . 
~ . 1 ' ..;,. 
, ages ranged from 21 to 47 inclusive (see Figure 1). This 
I 
st.udy was desig-ned to determine· if there is a relations-hip 
between the age of the mature student and his academic 
success1 for purposes of_ this study, _ stud~ts' ages 
grouped in a number of categories (see Table 15). 
. ~ . 
were 
To facilitate better statistica~ analysis, and sin~e 
_ ..... __ -. 
.i . 
,. 
;{ 
' . -
·.· 
.. 
,. 
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Table 13 
• Numbers and Per'centages of .Mature Students. 
Persisting or Dropping Out 
• Sex 
-, 
. , RET Male Female Row T·otal 
N % N % N % 
,. . 
" .. 
Persis tors ~ 77 57.5 56 75.7 33 63.9 \ L 
Vol. Drop-out 25 18 .. 7 6 19.4 ·31 14.9 
Reg. Drop-out 32 . 2~. 9 12. 16.2 44. 21.2 
\ ··'""- ·~ ~ 
Chi · Square = 7.35 with 2 degr~es of freedom 
Significance = .03 
r *'( 
,. 
.. r,. 
.. 
I 
.. 
~ 
I 
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• 
( 
. ,._ \ 
... 
I " 
• 
Chi square = 3. 70 with 2 degrees of freedom 
Significance = .16 
.. 
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Table 15 
Numbers and Percentages of Mature and Reqular Students by Age 
~ 
\ 
Age 
I 
'---
16 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
student N % N 
' 
N 
' 
N % N % 
Status 
" 
.., 
•• 
,/ 
-_... 
4 
• 
41-pius Total ' 
N % 
,..,. ... 
• • 
- · 
\ . 
. • 
. ' : ~ . 
,--·---. ·····-- ·- . 
69 
and 41-plus age c'ate~ories, these three categories were 
combined to facilita~better analysis (see Table 16) .. 
' .., ... 
An analysis of variance ' was computed to ascertain 
• if th_ere was a significant d~fference betwe~n average 
.t 
grades and four categorie~ 
that thel were :!i~ni~:i'(Jan-t: 
. . ,• . . ' 
of ages: Table 17 demonstrates 
at · t:~e .oJ level · of c~~-fide~ce. ~. ·. 
l . 
. :f 
. . . To- determ.ine •wher,e ·the dlfferen_ce ·existed~ a muiti_ple 
... ·. 
ra'nge test~ STUDEN.T~NEWMAN-KEULS, w~s. ~u1{ imd. ·r ·esul ts. 
. . .,. .. ' . . :·_. . ' . . 
·indicated that the i6-·2o age group diffe!ed signi'ficantly 1 
' 
. ' 
at the • OS level, f~on\ the 21-25 group;. the 21-25 age group ' · 
... 
achieved signif icantl~ hi'i\,her grades than tpe 31-6 5 age· 
group. Thi,s indicatec:'l t~at th~ youngest students, in 
.. t . 
the 16-20 ag~ groups 1 attained significantly higher grades 
than the '21-25 group, and this group achieved · significantly 
higher grades than the 31-plus age group. 
' Academic Achievement and Marital Status 
..... 
Table 18 shows that · 3.4 .1% of students from the mature 
population were married as· compared with _ J~  f.or _ the 
random sample of regul·ar students. To compare the 
, 
academic achievements of married and single students only · 
. . . . . ,, 
.• . . . "" 
the mature students sa.mpls was used due to u6der 
representation qf married students in 'the s~ple" of 
• : . 
·reguiar-· students. Table 19 illustrates ·how mall'ried and 
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NUmber- of t-~~ure an& ~ular ·students in Fczur Age Groups 
' \. . 
Seudent Status 16-20 ~/2,1-25 \ 26-30 
. 
0 151 .28 
203 5 0 
203 ·156 28 
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.. , ... , 
Average -Grades for Married and Singl e . Students in4IGrade Ranges 
_,. 
' ---· 
.X. .. 
., 
-
• 
.• 
, 
.,. 
~ \ 
\ # 
-. 
74 
-··-- -
. ~ 
single ~ature student~ achieved in six aga ranges: It 
is noted that .31.4 p~rcent .of single.students ~ttained · 
,.... 
iverage g_rades ' of ~{~an so .as co~pared,. wi£h ·· r9:7~\ o 
perpent of marr ~ed · stuq~t•s in this ~e cate'gory • 
. _: · .) ·For .·the ftarried stud~~f~ ;t _was . found.· that 6·2_% . 
.. ' . It 
attained averaqe grades at or~above the 55 to 64.9 
, . · range, as compared with 55% for single studen.ts. An 
• ' IJ 
• 
/ 
_,. .... ··- · 
u ". ••• J 
•• 
analxsi~ of .variance (ANOVA) revealed that the variance 
between average grades for ~arried . a~d single students 
. .. . 
was significant. gt the < .01· level of confidence (see 
Table 20) •• A comparison of t}te means for. each ··group 
' . ~ ~ - . 
revealed that tpe married ssud~ts attained significantly 
hi~er average grades than single students • . 
In comparing the drop-out-rate for married ·and 
single students rasp~ctively, ag~in only the matu~e 
.. ~roJJ was utilized. From Table 21:, it can be determined 
\ 
that 29.6% of married students dropped out as compared· 
.. ) .. 
with 39.4% of si~gle studen~. • Of tho'se students who 
drcipped .. out, .26.3 percent of single students were 
I -req~ired to ' d~op out as compared with 11.2 percent for 
mllfried st~dents•. ch{ .squar~ was computed and chi equaled 
- . . 
6.S27 with.·2 degrees·of freedom. This ~utference was 
- s..tgnificant at the < .os l~v~l of confidence. This' .. . ( 
~ ,--- '"(I f suggests~th\t although ma~ri d studen~s _dJopped. out less 
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" Table 20 
Anal si~ of 
status 
-Source of Variance 
\ 
• 
· student Status 
(ma.ttire) \ 
Marital Statts 
. (married/single) 
..... , 
. 4. 
• - • ......,/r 
-) 
.. 
·~ 
• ) 
• 
.... 
• 
--
Grades and Mar~al ~ · 
Mean -·· I 
sq~ar.es o. F-:. -- • F. 7 .· P. 
1861.09 
( • 
1861.09 
1 
1 
12.~ 0."000 
12.5 0.000** 
~-
... 
** Significant at .001 level of confidence 
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,Ta.ble 21 
Numbers and~ercentages ~f P.ers~tors and ·Drop-outs for 
"Marr f.41d and Single Students··' . 
• / Drop-Out -Statu~ · 
.. 
Voluntary Required 
' 
.. , 
Persisters Drop-ol,lt Drop-out Total 
Marital " ,.. .. 
........... 
1Status N % N • % N % N i ~~ .. 
.... 
.. • Married 50 70.4 13 18.3 8 11.2 71 34.1 
~ 
• 
,.,.-
Single (1 83 60.6 18 I 13 ol 36 26 .• 3 137 65'. 9 . 
... 
Tata1 133 · 63. g, 31 14.9 44 2'1.2 208 100.0 
,. . . · 
·_. ; \-~ Chi. square = .6. 527 with 2 degrees of ,"freedom 
~ ' ~ ... .. 
s igr1i~ icance . .04 
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frequently th_an sinqle students, theY. were more likely 
tel drop out. voluntarily. · 
. Relationship Between·Faculty and Academic Achievement 
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• 
· Table 22 shows th~t for both the. mature and regular 
students, tpe largest nUit\ber of students, 74 ·an* 64. 
· respectivelr, · registered in Arts. The faculties of Arts 
.. 
and Education accounted for 57.l% of the mature group 
-~ 
and · S2.~% ~f regul~r.studehts. 
• ,. 
Ten of the mature students (4.8%) were registered 
in the faculty of Business, ' as compared with tbirty~~wo 
. . 
(~j·4%) of regular students~ 
~o investigate the relationship between academic 
achievement and faculty, an ANOVA of averag~ ~rad~s for 
.. .....__,. 
mature and regular studehts by faculty was comp-leted 
y 
.-(see Tab-le 4). The A~OVA revea.led that the -difference 
" in a~rage grades between faculty, for all students, 
. ' ~was· ~ificant,at the .OS level of c9nf~d~nce. ) 
To ··determine which fa.cul ty ( s) accounted for these 
... -
¢liffer.ences a SCHEFFE was comple'ted; the difference 
between Arts and Business ~as significant at the < • OS 
' 
.level of confidence with students in the Arts F'aculty 
-----------· . . . I 
higher grades than those in.the · 
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Table 22 
• • 1 "' 
Nwnbers and Percentages of Mature a_?d Reqular Students by Faculty 
41 Faculty 
! 
-....,_ ~ ' ' 
• . . 
l . Social 
~ .. 
·-· 
Student Arts · Education ,, :?cie~e Science Business 
~ ,, . N :- -----:-------%.~-
- Status- N • %• N % N % .... ..c.. 
..... 
· Mature 74 35.~ 45 21.6 47 22.6 32 15.4 10 4.8· 
Q Regular 64 . ' 30 .8 45 21 .. 6. 38 18.3 29 13.9 32 15.4 
. -
~ 
Total ·· 13.8 .33.2 90 21~6 85 ~ 20 .: -4 .. - 61 14·. 7 42 10.1 
?:-;, 
" 
------r- ~------ - ~-J . . .. 
. . 
· · -~ 
If I 
,. 
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, 
l 
' ;.) 
' 
_, .. 
~ ~ ... 
., ' 
-l 
.... 
¥ 1 
.., _-
• 
•• 
-\ 
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l l 
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·' 
.._ 
.; _ 
Total 
N . % 
; 208 50 
208 50 
416 100 
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. . . ... 
student status and faculty was reported at .27, 
. . . . . ~ ..... 
indi-cating tha.t t~e relationship · between average grades 
. ' 
and faculty 'Were the same fo~ -both mature and reg4lar 
students. 
In studying the drop-out or persisting. by fac·ufty 
. 
fo~!~ature students, Table 23 shows that 45 of the 74 
students erirol·led . in the Arts fa,culty persisted in their • 
' . . ' program as · compar~d with 29 dropping out. In the 
Education facu~ty, 29 students persisted as comfarea 
Vith 16 dropping out. This study snow~ft that 10 mature 
students registered in the faculty of Business and 
reported- that .9 of them pers'isted in their programme. 
. ~ 
Chi square analysis was '.- utilized to test the ~ignificanc.?e • 
. { . / 
, - '· { 
of the ~ifferences in ' ~rop-out between the vario~s 
faculty and ·Chi equaled 15.44 with 8 degre~s· of freedom. 
The d~nce was ca~culated- at • OS su'ggesting th~t 
., 
~ 
their differenc~s were significant. From Table 23, it 
.~ 
can b~ obs~rved that the fa~u~ of Bu§ine~s showed a 
' drop out ~ate of 10% .. as compared. with 39.2% }or the 
facultyL~ of Arts. t . ' , . . .. 
.,.. • 1111 \, 
. ~hen. ~tudying the ~ela~ions~lp between drop-out .and 
... . . ' - . ~ t . 
. . - J . 
persisting by ,faculty for ,~he J:egular group, Table 24 
/1 ... ' ' \ l 
reported the following perc~tage ' of dropouts · for the 
. . 
' .• ' - + " 411 ' ' ' I ' 
• various fjlculties:. Arts (40.6)_, Education (!28.2), 
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Table 2_3 
't 
' . 
Numbers and Percentages. of Mature Students Persisting or Dropping-out by 
L ·~ 
Faculty 
., ~ I 
~ 
) Arts Education --, 
Retention Status N -% N % 
• 
, 
Faculty 
Science 
N % 
,. 
social ~ 
Science - \ 
N % 
~ 
...  
• 
... 
... 
Business 
N % 
Persistors 45 60.8 ~29 64.4 30 63.8 20 6* 9 90.0 - -.... 
' · 
DI;Op-Outs 29 39.2 16 35.4 !7 36.1 12 37.5 l. lQ!"O 
. 
Total 74 35.6 45 21.6 . 47' -22.6 32 - 15.4 10 48.0 
":..i· 
------- - ---- .-
• • 1-" · -- · ·~ 
Chi ·square= 15.44 with 8 degrees of- freedom c; • · 
Significance = .OS 
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Table 24 .. 
.. 
.. 
• 
•Numbers and Percentages of Regular Students Persisting or Droppi~g-out by 
• 
Faculty 
' 
..... 
Faculty 
\ .. ~ ., 
Arts Education \- Science 
Retention Status N % N .. % N 
' .. 
Persistors 38 . 39.4 33 71.7 25 64.1 
Drop-Outs 26 40.6 13 28.2 14 35.9 
' 
Total 64 30.8 46 22.1 39 18.8 
,/" 
Chi square·= 7.79 with 8 degrees of freeQom 
Significance = .45 
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Cl 
.... 
' · 
Social . ... 
' 
Science Business 
N % N % 
. ~v 
. 
22 78.6 : 21 ~ 67.7 
6 21.~ 10 32.3 
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1Science (35~9), social Science <rr, and(3usiness 
(32. 3). • .} 
Chi analysis w~ utilize~ to determine if the 
difference in drop-out or persist·~ng for various 
faculties was significant and~hi eq~aled 7.79 with 4 
degrees of freedom. Significance equaled .45, 
. .. 
62 
indicating that t ·he difference w+ not· significant. 
When comparing drop-outs for\mature and regular 
students respectively, Table 2~ shows that the greatest 
difference occurred in faculties of Social Sc !~nce and 
Business. It was demonstrated, t~t in the Social S;ience 
faculties,. 16% more mature students than regular dropped 
out; and in the. f~culty of Busin~·ss, . 32.3% of r~ular 
students dropped ou~as compared wi~ 10% dropouts for 
mature • 
Chi square analysis !evealed that the difference fn 
... 
proportion of dropouts for the ·various faculties were 
i 
·-\ ) 
I 
' I 
significant ~t the .0~ level. 
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··- Academic Achievement and Residency Status 
• This s..tudy wished to compare the academic performance 
.... . 
. . 
of students from the university- district (residents), with 
. \ 
\those who trangferred to•the university d~~rict upon 
• • a~mis~ion, (non-resident). that 114 . 
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Table .25 
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~-N\.Utll)ers 
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--- ~ \ 
and Pe~ceritages' o£ Drop-Outs by· Faculty 
. ., 
j?~ 
'II 
.. 
-
Social --..._ 
Busine~ Total 
' 
Arts Education Sci,?nce 
.. ' 
·Science 
N % N , % N % N % N % 
~ \ - j · 
' ~ 
> 
Mature 29 39.2 16 35.4 17 36.1 12 37.5 1 10.0 
Regular 26 ' ..... .. ~0. 6 28.2 35.9 6 21.5 10 ;-: 32.3 
• 
13 14 
p 
~ To'tal 55 38.2 29 20.1 31 21.5 18 12.5 11 7.6 
>. 
~ 
Chi ·= 6.63 with 4 -degrees of freedom 
Significance = ~05~, 
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'\ ~ \ •• Residency Status 
' . ~ . • 
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r--
. Student Res.iden~ Non-resident Row Total , ._ 
. I 
. 
... 
\ Status N .. % N % 
~ . , .. 
.. r- · 
C) 
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,, ... • \ 
... 
were,.residents at the time of admission. 
. 
An al\alysis of variance (ANOVA) was~.,utilized. .~6 
. ' ..._. \ . . . . ...... 
dete~mine. whe~her ther~ ·was a significant diff~rence in 
• 
, average grades' ,.for residents and non-=residents (see 
' 
. Table 27) . ·a.nd·. :re'iults indicated that the difference was 
n9t ~ignificant (p = .941) ~ 
' ., 
- -· 
The·. significance of the interaction between mature 
• ' J i • • • • 
' and reg.ular students respectively for avera~:e grades and 
I . -
.. 
.. 
. \ . 
' · ' \ 
·' 
I 
residency status was reported at .827, , indicati~g.t~at 
. . . 
there was no . intera6tive effect. ·· 
The· analysis of .variance i~dicated that for both 
mature an·d regular students, academic achievement appears 
not to be influenced by residency· status. 
r-: . 0 
• C~rning the relationship between ret~~tion rate 
__) . . ! . 
at.~ni~ersity and residency status, Table ~8 showed that 
• , 
12. 4% ,\2_ii resident~ drappeci out y.oluntarily as oo.mpared 
~ . 
with 15. 0%. for students who were non-reside nts. In 
..... _ ~ . \ 
'-.. 
compari;ng required dropo'\its t:or residents ·and non-
~dents,~t was observ~d t~~t 21.9\.of •residents and 
19.9% of non-residents were required to drop out:after 
,., 
Ja~ling to meet acceptabi e ·~cademic ~tandards. Chi , 
• · L I 
. ~ I 
square analysis was run~to determine whether these 
• equaled .746 wi\h 
\ 
differ~nces were si~nificant and Chi 
. . \ 
..._____ ---·--, . '. . 
'\:.J 2 degrees of freedom. The s!gnificance equaled .68, 
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Table 27 · · • 
' ' Analysis ·of'' Variance \of Average Grades for ' Mature and 
Regular Students b~ Resid~ncy Status 
I ...... 
Student Status 
Mature/Regular, 
Residenty Status· 
I 
Interaction 
·Student status/ 
' 0 Residen~y Status 
Mean 
Squares 
----
1675.00 
875 
7.455 
Degrees of 
Fre~dom 
1 
1 
1 .. 
-
. . 
·p • P. 
' 10.75 .001 
0.05 • 9'41 
.048 :a2T 
. I 
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Table 28 
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\ Numbers and Perc.entage.s· of Resid~nts ' arld .·Non-Residents 
. -- . Pers i ·sting ~r- Dropping Out. 
, -
• • •,f 
Residents 
Non-residents 
. . . 
.... 
Pe.rsisto~s 
N % 
65.7 
65.0 
Voluntary• . 
' 
Drop-out 
26 
31 
% 
12.4 
lS.O 
• Column Total 
138 
134 
272 65.4. 57 '13.7 
Required 
DrOP, ... o\.it. 
. l~ 
tr 
46 
41 
87 
% 
I 
21.9 
19.9 
20.9 
Chi ~qua~e = .746 with 2 degrees of freedom 
Si~cance . = .68 
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,. 
indicating that · the difference in droppin~ out or 
persisting for resid~nts and non-restdents was not 
.· 
significant. · 
\ 
Motivational Diff~rences Between Mature 
,, 
·and Regu'!ar~ ·st'udents 
~ 1 • · "" 
• I 
A sec.t.ion ·Qf this study concerned i~sa.lf .with' the . ... 
question.of whether mature students were more highly . 
. . . . . ~ 
motivated that .regular students. The self-actualization 
inventorY.:..~cis utilized for th.is purpose, t~~ sc~res'L~ 
.. . -~~· . 
. . .... ...,") 
. both groups were compa~ed, and an analysis of variance 
completed·. In chapte:r::__ 3, referenc~ wa"s made to the 
different factors that this invent~ry measuted: figure 
. ' ' 
II illustrates the dif£eren~e in means scores, by the 
. . . 
mature and regulat groups respectiyely·, for each of these 
fac.tors. • • L 
-- .. --.. . .· 
Given the mult:i?.le dependant varTab~es (6) resulting · 
from the test-of -sei£=-acruaflzation it?wa.s deciaed that 
the more appropriate analysis of v.ar lance woul~ be a 
multf-variant on~ •. This is partic~larly so in light of 
the . ipsatiy~--~ture of this instrument • 
. . 
The fa~tor-of-·th~s inventory · that wa.s of most 
~nt~rest to this study was. the self-actualization factor 
. (factor f). ' • all In comparin·g the raw scores of s~.j.e,ct:s+ , 
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0 
it was found·that the ma~ure students attained a mean 
score of 24.39, as compared with a mean score of 23.25 
for the regular group. A MANOVA was conducted an~ 
results indicated that the difference was not significan~ 
(se~ . Table 29). : .
. Concerning·--'.the · mo,tiva~ion of mat~e and regular , 
' ,. .:~ ·-- I !. .... -- - • ' 
students,···-tht.s ~~~d~-~~~~~s-t.e~ mature students ~e~e 
not more highiy mo~ivated than regular students • 
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Table 29 
• 
Analysis of variance. of Me~n Scores for Mature and 
Regular Students on a Test of Self-actualization 
Mean De<J'rees of 
,. 
. ; 
------~---''-~--------------- -----
~ource of Var~ance · 'Sq~ares Free.dom , p .. p 
I . 
Factor f/mature 1 .• 86 ·.36 
. ' 
Error 63 ' · 
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'CHAPTER v . 
CONCLUSIONS 
The follo~f.ng are the ·major findings in this study:. 
regular st\dents'at 1~ 
-....... . . . 
'_\'he· il:verage gra~es . , f 
Memorial u·nivers·ity: w 
.than those of. the m~t 
e signifi'ca~ly higher 
e students. . . · . 
. . . 
• • ~.: •• - 'W . .. . 
9·2 
.2 ~ · There were . no signif c~nt differences in persistin·g 
· or dropping out. f-or · . · ture an egular . st'\Jdents. 
I . 3. The proportion·· of.· first,_ se~ond, 
degrees was not significantly dif 
d . third ·class 
erent far matUre 
. .. 
4. 
5 •. 
. 6 .~ 
7. 
8. 
and r~gular· stuqents. 
... .. • ' , .. 
·-
. __ 1 - - --- -
. ' 
. . . 
Ther.e appears to be q strong relati n ip bet~een· 
educational back~round and averag ,gra es; and between 
·level of education an.~ persista e~ .. at niversity·~ 
Fo·r both mature \and regul.ar studen , females · ·~ 
attained sign~ficantly h~gher grad~s thqn mal~s. 
. v 
·-
• ' 
Within the mature ··group, males · dropped out at a -rate 
that was . signifi_cantly great;er . than . females. withln "· .. 
the regutar group, the d'iffere~ce was iic>'t significant~ ·· 
• f ~ I • ,.._ ' ' 
.. ' . For both mature .and regular stud~'nts, there was ·a . ...__ 
significant . difference in average grades 'for• ' students 
.registered in the faculties of Arts and Busihess, 
r~_spectively. 
..,. 
Academic achievement.was not influenced by whether 
a student was a · resident o~ nOn~resJdent of the 
_univ~rsity district •. 
: 
9. Students in the sixte~n to twenty age group achie~ed 
highe·r grades than. those in other age cate9ories. 
10. Within the mature group·, students in the 21-25 age. 
group attained significantly h~gher average grades 
than those .in the· 41 to 65. ·group. 
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Mar ied .students attained sigbificantly higher 
gra s, and dropped out less ~requently, than 
sing e· students. · . 
12. Mature and regular students did not differ 
sig.nilicantly with rega;-ds t9 motivat~on. · 
I 
r . - • 
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. '1 • ' \ .... \ -
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. I . 
Mat~r~ :and Regular Students 
' I 
. · · Academ~c Performance of . . ·... . ~-,. 
, , I 
, I ! 
·•• • ' I I ~ . ' I .. 
One · o'f. ,the salient · question;s ;.which this• st.udy 
, , . ,. l ' \ . 
~i;irel!lpt~~ to, answer 'li-a·s wh~ther· ·~rs~ns ·admitted to 
:I> 
. t . . ' 
Memorial ·university -of Ne~foundl~nd as mature students 
' ' ' I 
attained a ditferent l~vel of ac~demic achievement 
; 
than r~gular students as determ~~ed by (1) average 
grades, ·(2) drop-out rate, and (3) class of degree. 
I 
Results of the study reveale¢1 that ·the average . 
... 
grades of regular . st~dents were s~gnificantly hig~, 
. . , . I 
~ . 
· at t~e : •. 01 level ~f. confidel'};e, I than those for the 
mature students: '~his result is tartling ~s there 
I .~ . 
appe~rs not to be other studies .t at haye shown this 
' .. • -.. -.... ... _ .. , -
same result. Other studies, with the exception of 
Bea~le (1970), suggested ' that mat re students ach~eved 
. i 
---~-t- a level equal to or greater th~n re·gular students. 
It is d'iffidult to determine ' specifically w_hy the 
I . ' 
'results. of this study are contradictory to ·the findings' 
. I 
• I t 
of other ~esearchers; ·1 t al?pea.rs _ lha~. tlie{ maY be 
.. 
J 
I 
I . 
I 
• 
\ 
I 
: 
I 
. ) 
.. 
~ .,... ____ __ 
, 
• 
~ . 
.. 
I . 
.. 
' . 
. ... 
. .. 
. . 
--
' 
t ~ ~ 
' ~ 
g 
~ ~ . ' ~ . 1 
"f,l I 
-
... I 
· . 
... . •.·. , 
.attributabie ~o c1 number of factors. First·ly, Memorial 
University h~s the. same program for both mature and 
r.egular students, whereas many Universities and Col: leges, 
at which previous studies were completed, had sp~cial 
programs for aaul~ students. Secondly, for the frurpose 
of this study mature leainers. ·. i _nc.li..lded on~y th9~e 
t . . , I . 
student~ who had not met normal admission r-equirements, 
whereas othe~ studies appeared not to differentiate 
.. 
between those adults who ~et normal admission criteria 
and those who did not. 
In comparing the retention rate between mature and 
' regular students, ~his study showed that 67% of regular 
,. 
students, and 62%' of mature students persisted in their \ ·------ . - . 
respective programs, and Chi square analysis indicated 
that this difference was. not significant. This 
. 
difference is ~ot as striking as 'that of Sikula (1979) 
' 
nor Roderick and Bell .(19'81) who z:eported higher drop-
out rates for the mature group. When comparing the 
number of mature and regular students required to 
,AT ' 
. 
' 
discontinue. their university program due to poor academic 
stand~ng, the d~fference · was again ~oun~ not to be 
significant. 
'Anothel;'___..variable utilized in comparing the academic · 
r 
ach~evement of the mature learners versus the regular 
I 
' . 
.. 
\ 
.. 
.. 
-.-...----
.. 
studen~s was class of degree. Thi~ study showed that 
72 of the · sample of rnat~re students, and 69 of the 
. · . r~gu.lar s~.u~ents would have been eligible for a degree 
. . , . 
durihg the .five (S)~years ~s9m which subjects were 
, selected for .the study. · 
Fburteen.rnature students atta~ned degrees within 
. ·~ ~ 
the s.tandard completion peric:>,? as compared to twenty-
six of ~he · regul~r students~ this difference was found 
to be s~gnificant at the < .~5 level. These results 
a 
·indicated that fewer mature ·s·tudents than regular\ 
95 
students acquired their degree in the standard completion 
period. 
..... 
In comparing the proportion of first, second, and 
third class degrees for mature and regular stutients, 
this study rev~aled no significant difference. This 
. 
result does ·not support the findings of Roderick and 
Bell . (1981) who indicated that mature students at 
specified universities received significa~tly fewer 
first and second class degrees. 
In summarizing the f~ctors · utilized to compare the 
• 
academic performance of mature and regular students, one 
. 
can conclude that the academic achievement of the ·regular 
students was significantly greater than the mature 
st~dents as evide~ced by (1) significant~y high~r 'r~des 
- ....._ .... __ ... ---
than mature (2) smaller percentage of drop-outs than 
., 
. , 
... 
~·· ·~ 
.\ 
.. 
·, 
• 
• 
. , 
.. 
... . 
;. 
. . 
r 
-·. 
96 
mature (3) greater number of regular students attaining 
~heit degree within the standard compl~tion time. 
Level·df Education and Academic Performance 
A!te·r determining whether there wa<s a difference in 
the apadernic. perf~r;rnce of· the ma.ture and regular 
. students, the very basic question of whether or not 
. . 
there Wa3 ·a relationship between academic achievement 
and level of education upon admi ssion to Memorial 
U~versity was addrepsed. 
. . 
\ 
.. 
This ~tudy sho~ed that mature learners with grad~ 
. / 
XI general~ ·plus post-secondary, achieved higher gradE!'§ __ , 
than those with other levels of education. This group 
, 
included those who passed grade ele·ven in high school , 
. _ .. 
and then proceeded to other post-secondary sdhools such 
, . . 
' . 
. . '} ..... 
as Vocationa'l School~ I Coll~ge ·o~i'ishe.ries I ana . so . ";-, 
forth. These students not only at~ained significantly 
. ' ~~ . \ . . . 
hig~r ~~~des than other students:~t also demonstrated 
s'ignificantly higher retention rate, as only 20'. 7% 
., 
dropp_ed out; 
. . 
Students with grade XI general ac.hieved lower g·rades 
, ,10 
than those .with. 'higher ·level of .education upon admission, 
f --~ , • 9 
but this ~ifference wa~ not significant. However, their 
.: 
average grades (55.3) were significantly higher than those 
with educational backgfound ~f grade X or less. 
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97 
Students with adult education, ~rade X) equ·~valent 
a;ta1ried a.vera~e g_rades,\_o~\ 5~. 3 a ·rev~ew ·of thei; 
drop-out Pate 
out, · Students 
,-. 
.. 'gradep of 30. 6 
. 
.. . 
revealed tha~ 50% of 
w'i .th grad~r 
.. 
group dropped 
ained average 
J 
and 75% of them dropped out. · 
. I 
Regarqing_ level of education and academic 
· I ~ . . . 
·achl.evement,' there appears to be _a direct rela~ionsh.!P~-·- . 
, .
. .. 
.. 
' ~etween level'of education • and average grades and 
. . 
-~· 
' between level of educat.:i.on r ~ • , \ -1 • " ~nd ' persistence at Memorial 
. 
Vniversity, as studeQts with gr~de e~even•or higher 
I • 
attained .significantly higher grades than those with a 
I 
less~~ lev~l of :ed\lcation. \~i~ study indicat1d · in th~ 
rev-iew of the li terat;ure that most p'revio~s . s.t,ies . 
~epor~ed n~ signifi~ant differende between~h~ academic 
achievement of studEm.ts with Junior· Matr:i2culation•, and 
) . . .. 
those with" lesse~ q~alifications uppn admission. 
- . (; \ ... 
~ 
... 
" ·· ·Bhatnagar ( 1975) , however, reported 'findings similar to 
' . , --.. ~ ~ ......_ ,. U I 
this study in that there was a lower drop-ou~ ra~e for . 
' . 
~tudents possessi~g a highYschooj diplbma·thad for those 
having a lesser ~u~lification. ~esults ~;research by· 
. ---
\ 
Brown (1980) and Swarm (1982) were consistent wi~~ the 
' . J -~ 
author's study. 
. ' 
The above results indicate that perhaps it wquld be 
appropriate for the admissions office. to establish a • • 
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98 
.. 
· .:··tninimum educational ~eve! for mature learners. University 
... ~..,_ 
·;·;"needs to address the question o·f whether they s~Ollr~ . 
continue to admit persons wit~less than grade X education, 
since in this study all students in this category were 
· req~ire~ to leave after not meeting the minimum academic . 
• 
pe.rformance necessary· for continued attendance· in their 
----
. 
~;>rogram. ~his may not be a qritical· question at a time 
. . . . 
• .. • 0 
..,.of l~w enrqlment at university, and._wit~ such few 
' f • • II C • • • ' 
· applicants in this category. However'· . at time~ of high 
0 
enrolment and great competition for avai~able slots, this 
. 
-· . question wil~ accordingly assume greate~ importan~e. 
-.. ~ - --
Dif'fering Academic Achievement for Males arid Females 
Thi~ s'tudy showed that ~n the matUre group, there 
-f' , 
were more males ' (l35) then females (73) registered, 
. · ~ .. 
wher~s the opposite was true for regular studen~s~~~~ 
95 males and ,ll3 females • 
. 
Fe~ale students attained stgnificantly higher grades 
0 / than males in both the mature and regular grou~s. These , 
.~indings are consist~nt with that of Beagle (1 970) and 
•y 
. , 
Seltz who reported higher academic achievement 
students than male mature students. 
Fre~ch ·tl977 . and Holohan et al. (1983) reported that 
~ . ' ' .-· . , __ 
the.tt.,d.ifference ·between ·'GPA of males and females was 
.. . .... . . . 
if . . . 
Big(lif icant · favori.n~ £~maLes • 
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In comparing the drop-out rate for both groups, · 
this sbudy showed that ·significantly more males (41. 5%) 
"' than females (25.6%~ dropped out. To determine whether 
this relationship existed within both- groups, Chi-
,. 
. u 
square analysis was utilized and revealed tiat female 
, 
--
~ mat~re. students persist~d.in thei~ programs significantly ~ 
more than m~le mature . st~~nts. However, in.the regular 
group, the differ~nce·. in persist:Lng or droppiflg-out 
---. - -· ' . ~ for males ~nd females ~as.n~t significant. ~he~e results 
are not consistent with studies by ·Bhatnaqar (1975), 
' 
Ho~ahan . et al. (1983) and Ulmer & Verner (cited.in 
Bhatnagar 1975), who x~ported that female adult students 
,dropped out more often than males. 
~ This study noted that the male-female ratio for 
mature and r~gular students di~fer~d sig~ificantly; the 
difference 7~ drop-out rate for males and fe~ales within· 
the mature group was significant. In ·the regular ' group, 
however, the difference was not significant. The results 
of this study and .the review of the lit.brature were 
unable to offer any explanations fdr these two observations 
.. . 
and they are being suggested as two areas for f~ture 
research into the study of the mature learners. 
In summary pf this variable it has been demonstrated 
that not only do female mature students achieve h~gher 
.. 
. t ........ _____ 
• 
,, 
• 
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-grades than their male counterparts, they also drop-out 
significantly less often. 
Academic Achievement and Age 
In this study there was a significant difference 
-
·between the average grades for four (4) categories of 
age, wi.th the 16-20 age group attaining signij:icantly 
higher grades than. other age. categorj.es. This variable 
\ 
may be .confounded with level of education, as all } . : . --
students in this age group had attained a~t--r-e-ast a 
Grade XI Junior Matriculation level of education prior 
- -to admission. Of the four age groups, the 31-plus group 
attained lowest average grades, and differed significantly 
from the 21-25 group. 
---.. . 
These results support Billin9ham & Travagl~ni (1981) 
who found that students entering their . program before 
age 30 made more rapid progress towards graduation than 
those ·above age 30. 
Academic Achievement and Marital Status 
In comparing the relationship between academic 
achievement and mari_tal status, this study"f'lemonstra'fea 
that married .students att~ineg significantly higher 
c '' ), 
•rades than single students. These results supported ' 
the· findings of Beagle (·1970) in her stud~adult 
students at· Lakehead University, but did not support the 
\ 
--· 
,, 
. > 
., 
results of a study by French ~977) who reported that 
marital status did not significantly effect semester 
-
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GPA of a group of third year or later ed~cation students 
at M~morial University. 
· In cdmparing n~ers of drop-outs for married and 
single students, it was shown that marfied students 
dropped-out less frequently than single sbudents. These 
findings are not in agreement with a study by Bhatn.agar 
(1975) who reported a gre~ter drop-out rate among 
married stu~ents. 
At Memorial University, married students have 
achieved at a higher level than single students. This 
study did not attempt to determine why this ~s so, but 
it is suggested that since marlied students are generally 
older than single stude~ts, they may have had -more exposure 
to previous educational opportunity, and more related 
life experiences that facilitated their adjustment inlo 
the university life. This s~udy also showed that 
I - • 
although the overall drop-out rate for married students 
. . . . 
is significa.nt1'~ lower than for singie students, more 
- "' ~ - ./ . . 
married students than s~ngle drop-out-voluntarily while 
. . 
sti-l -l in good academic standing at university. This 
" ~tudy~did not determine why this is the case, but it may 
be related to their family responsibilities ·and perhaps 
. ..../' 
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also to the difficulty of adjusting to what ls often a 
significantly reduced family _income. . Th·is is an 
interesting qu~stion for further re•earch, in that i~ 
would provide good insight into many of the d.i.fficultie·s 
that the married .-student encounters in h.is or her 
------- . . 
attempts to upgrade t ·heir education. 
~ . 
Academic Achi~vement and · FacultY • 
! 
\ 
\ 
• 
This study demonstrate.d th.at. for both mature· and 
~· . , 
regular students, there was a significant difference 
. 
i'n average grades _for students registered in the faculties 
of Arts and Business respectively. The d1rYerence 
between average grades for stuaents in other ~aculties 
-
was not si:gnificant •. Unlike studies by Perkins (1971) 
and Beagle (1970), the proportion of mature versus regular 
.; 
enrolled in ~he Arts and Humanities was not significantly 
different. Th~ results of this study demonstrated that 
mature students achieved average grade~ that were no 
different than .regular· students, reg~t"dl'ess of faculty. ' 
In considering the proportion ·of ' dropouts or 
porsist·ors for mature and x:egular students, this study 
··· ·· demonstrated that the dropout rate for mature and regular 
students, . within specific facul-ty, .·was· · significantly 
• • • ·. , : 'l- • ,·:. ~ • ' 
different. · These differences were mos·e-·:'obvious ·in the · 
: - . 
faculty of . Busi~ess and Social Sciences. Within the' 
······ 
I ' 
-- -
• 
' 
·' 
' 
) 
) 
.. 
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Social Science fa~ulty, 16% more mature students than 
regular dropped out. In the Bus1ne$S faculty, however, 
22.3% more regular students than matu~e dropped out. 
Within other faculties, both ma&ture and regular s'tudent; ~ 
" ~ . persisted or dropped out ~t about the sa~e rate.· 
---- --
,. ·" Within the mature group it was observed that the 
I • • 
difference between the numb~:ts of 'pers.is,t.ors and dropouts 
in various facul~y was s,igriificant. Thi~ difference was 
.. 
. 
-shown . to e~ist as a consequence of the ext-remely high 
percentage of persisters (90%) in the faculty of Business. 
This also differs from the proportion of regular. 
persisters (67%) in this faculty. This study showed 
that a much smaller percentage of mature t~an regular 
students enrolled in the Business faculty# those whp 
did, however, showed a low dropout. It is pointed out, 
however, that the small number -of -mature students (10) 
in the Busine~s. fac~lty makes it difficult ' to generalize · 
, 
from · these results.: 
' ' In summarizinq the relationship between persis~ing 
at university by faculty, it was shown that within the 
faculties of Arts, Ed'uca.tion~r and Science, the . proportion 
, r . 
oi dropouts and persistors for •atur~ and regular 
were about the s~e. In the faculty of Business, the 
-
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students; ahd dropped out less frequently than r~gular 
.. 
students in the Social Scienc.e faculties. 
Academic Achievement and Residency.· Status ... 
... 
In researching the literature, and in talk~ng to d. 
the subjects of. this study, a ~o~only recurring theme 
was that adjustments associated with relocating to ~he 
. 
university district were often traumatic. However, the 
results of this study do not support the widely prevalent 
.__ __ ~ -~ · 
assumptio~ that such adjustments may· contribute to po~r 
academic performance. The ' analysis of variance of 
.. ' 
average grades foi mature and regular students indica~ed 
that;__academic achievement a-ppears··not to be influenced 
. . 
by: whether or not a student is a resident or non-resident. 
I9 con~ideri9( 'the relationship between residency 
status and dropping out or persisting, th~ study 
. . 
demonstrated that residency statu9-hhad no influence on 
"'!,.. 
··; 
the retention, rate for · ei·ther mature 1 ot: regulaf students. 
\ Motivation of Mature and Regular Students ......._ ____ .., .... -~: 
_}_. 
·./ . 
' Another question ,that this study addressed was whether 
' ·. .t~ . 
or not mature students were more highly motivated than 
regular students. A compa~ison of scores for mature 
• 
and regular students on a self-actualization test indicated 
' . 
·: 
-· 
.. 
. ; 
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. 
that there was no s~gnificant di~ference in the two groups. 
This is interestin~ since, in the iiterature, it ·Was 
evident that many researchers had- expressed the assumption 
that mature students would achieve, or could be expected 
. 
to achieve, as well as younger students because they are 
more mature, . and more highly motivated to achieve. 
This self-actualization inventory was not specificaily 
designed for use in the manner chosen in this study 
although the authors o.f the inventory indicate that it 
was useful for~comparison of need profiles for various 
homogenous groups. Its effectiveness as an indicator 
. 
of level of motivation requires further validation'and 
study. 
,· 
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Recommendation!:? 
··-----This ~t~dy demonstrated bhat mature students 
~ . 
admitted to Memorial Uhiversity attain significantly 
. ' 
lower gra<:1es than !'egular•-stud-ents. Since most other 
studies have sho:wn that the mature · 'learner at other · 
educational institutions perform as well as, or better 
• • • f ' • 
than, their younger counterparts, it ·would seem appropriate 
that admission procedures for mature s:t.udents at Memorial 
· university would be reviewed. I? particular, it ~s 
· recommended that there be est·ablished a minimum l~vel 
of educ~tiqn for university entrance, as all studehts-
• wi.th high school. educ~tion of grade X or less achieved 
extremely low grades. Furthermore, seventy-five percent 
of all students having g!~~e X or less upon admission . 
dropped out~ 
.· 
Given the relatively low success'rate of m~ture 
students in this study, the author woulq recommenq · that 
··Memorial Univers.i1;y would include in its admission 
criteria, pre-admission seminar and assignment and/or 
induction course. Barrett and Powell (1980) indicated 
that such an admissi:ons procedure was. implemen.ted with 
gQOqnsucc~ss at the University of New South Wales, as 
evidenced· by the very high grades attained by mature 
stjldent;,s. 
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As a result of this study, the abthor has identified 
- , 
a number of areas as being highly appropriate for further 
research. 
This study has stated how little research has been 
. . 
. 
directed.towards Maslow's theo~y 
. ~· 
the a~parent great popularity of 
process. It appears that "tests 
based on self-actualization· theo 
l
of mo'ti vat ion despite I , . 
his s~lf~act~alization 
i 
motivation that . are 
have been developed • 
largely for workers within organ~zatians. Since self-
actualization based motivation · h~s attain.ed such great 
interest, it would be appropriate to dev.elop a self-
actualization measure th~t would ;be useful in educational 
\... 
settings - as a selection and placement tool, a 
' ' 
counselling aid, or as ·a-·predtctqr of success at post-
secondary faci l ities. 
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APPENDIX 
The following is a list of questions and information which 
• the Registrar's Office felt would be relevant in a study 
of mature students. 
-·-- -··· 
1. A comparison of the success rate between 
.students admitted under the Mature Student 
Clause, and those admitted with·Junior 
Matriculation. 
----· ~. The marital status of Mat~re Students. 
3. The reason or reasons for pursuing a post-
secondary Education at this University. 
4. Patterns 'or indications of Matur~ Students' 
career plans after university ,study. 
5. Correlation, if any, between the number of years 
- ------
completed in school and 'the Mature St~dents' 
----·- ·success in University. 
. . ' 
6. A comparison of the academic standing of urbad 
Mature Students and rural Students. 
7. Relationships, if any, between Mature StudentsJ 
family size and father's level of education, 
with s~ccess in university studies. 
8. Relationships, if any, between, socio-economic 
class and academic success among Mature Students. 
------- --· 
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9. Financial considerations of entering university 
- did financial aspects of obtaining a post-
. 
secondary education encourage or impede the 
Mature Students' desire to go to university. 
I 
io. The decision to enter university .--"is it a 
. 
J . 
.11. 
conscious career choice ~r a shC"t- in-th.e-dark 
. 
decision (;!.e .. simply the r~sult of not. being 
. 
able to" obtain a ·job). 
' Mature Student counsel.llng. - do M.:\ture Students, 
particularly lull-tlme stud~nts, fe'nl · that 
specific t;,ounselling services or a special 
orientation week would make their adaptation 
to university life easier. 
12. Should Mature Students be allowed to 'opt out' 
of foundation courses as they dan at pr€sent. 
13. Should the University require some form of 
standardi~ed testing, such as the G.E.D. or 
14. 
, 
' . the B.T.S.D. to determine the "suitability" of 
' Mature Students for admission to university 
study. 
Are en~ugh people who could qualify for4lt!mission"' 
as Mature Students aware of the existence of the 
Mature Student Admission Clause. 
~ 
' 
' • . 
' 
~ · 
. .I 
·' 
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\ 
15. How did most students who applied for Mature 
Students.status hear of this particular 
..., _ 
admissions clause. 
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